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I.

Introduction

Inspector and colleagues, Officers of An Bord Pleanála, Counsel, ladies and gentlemen - An Taisce,
The National Trust for Ireland, and a prescribed body for the purposes of this application and
hearing; would like to start by firstly acknowledging our appreciation of the Inspector’s
accomodation of our submission today, and our appreciation of the assistance and courtesy of the
officers of the Board in the context of this oral hearing.
An Taisce would like to particularly acknowledge the public, who have participated not only in this
hearing, but in the context of many aspects of the Corrib Gasline Project over many years, and on
both sides of the debate. For it is only through such participation and debate and associated
examination of issues that solutions can be found and correct outcomes can be arrived at.
Without any desire to appear partisan or biased it must be acknowledged that those who have
challenged the applications associated with the Corrib Gas Line Project have provided a great service
to the various competent authorities in making decisions about these proposals, and consequently to
the state as a whole; by highlighting issues in the numerous associtated applications which have
been consequently refused, or modified or conditioned in many instances. The knowledge, wisdom
and indeed expertise, both old and newly acquired of a motivated community never ceases to
amaze. It is a critical input to the public consultation which is a fundamental legal requirement in the
conduct of an Environmental Impact Assessment,EIA under the Directive 85/337/EEC1 as ammended.(
hereafter referred to as the EIA directive).

2. Making a legal decision under the EIA directive.
Further to the above opening remarks on ‘participation’ it is therefore of grave concern that in the
context of this latest episode and modified application proposal before the Board, for which an oral
hearing was re-convened on August 24th 2010; that there has been, we submit, a departure from the
requirements of the EIA directive on the matter of ‘participation’ as outlined in Article 6(3)c of the
EIA directive - and which consequently we submit renders any decision by the Board on this
application other than ‘refusal’ - illegal under the provisions of Article 8 of this directive.
An Taisce and others have already put on record to the hearing and so to the Board, these concerns
following the introduction by the applicant of further information. We sumarise our contention as
follows:
I.

An extensive volume of and significant data has been submitted by the applicant in the
course of this oral hearing both directly to the hearing and indirectly via the DCENR.

1

COUNCIL DIRECTIVE of 27 June 1985 on the assessment of the effects of certain public and private
projects on the environment (85/337/EEC)
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II. Such information has not been subject to advertisement and formal notification to the
general public and prescribed bodies as required under the directive, with an allowance for
time for submission of formal remarks thereon.
III. There is no legal obligation on the prescribed bodies to attend the hearing and so to be
provided with information, there is however a legal obligation to inform them formally - and
such has not been complied with.
IV. The Board, as already indicated by An Taisce, has therefore two options namely to:
a. Adjourn the hearing and provide for the legally required and stipulated terms of
consultation, or
b. disallow the new information.
V. In the context of the latter – ie point iv(b) above - namely if the Board resolves to disallow
the new information, the Board then has to consider:
a. The adequacy of the information in the originally submitted and notified revised
Environmental Impact Statement as notified July ** and August 10th 2010- in
complete isolation of the additional information submitted - subsequent to the
original publication of the revised EIS as described under Article 5 of the directive;
and
b. The Board’s consequential ability to grant permission solely on the basis of
information submitted in accordance with Article 5; ie the original revised EIS
without consideration of any new information submited - and indeed in the absence
of all the considerations of this hearing; which we contend have been compromised
owing to a lack of fully informed consultation.
In this context the very technical nature of the new borehole log information presented by the
applicant after the hearing recovened is particularly pertinent – as the time allowed those attending
the hearing was not realistically conducive to enabling them to consider and then consequently
secure expert advise thereon.
This submission point is made without predjudice to issues while we will raise subsequently
regarding the admissability of materials submitted as advertised on Aug 10th.
An Taisce further submits as a general remark; that the increasing tendency of applicants to pursue
such practices as tardy and incremental submission of information serves to undermine not only the
fair process intended under the EIA directive and public participation directives; but that the Board in
permitting such practices, encourages applicants in this regard. This also encourages applicants to
present a minimun set of information on which decisions are to be based, with the applicant
choosing to supplement same only when challenged by submissions made highlighting areas where
there are deficiencies, and or when the applicant decide that the information does not compromise
their application. As such the Environmental Impact Statements and the consequential EIA process,
are being compromised to the lowest common denomenator of quality, with a negative impact to
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decision-making, and associated costs extended to all concerned, the public and the Board in
particular.
The following parts of the EIA directive are quoted to support the above argument regarding the
illegality of any decision arising on the current level of consultation undertaken:
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Article 6(3)c – addresses the situation of information being made available subsequent to the
original advertisement of the application and which is relevant for the decision:
Art 6(3)c
3. Member States shall ensure that, within reasonable time-frames,
the following is made available to the public concerned:
(c) in accordance with the provisions of Directive 2003/4/EC of the
European Parliament and of the Council of 28 January 2003 on
public access to environmental information (1), information other
than that referred to in paragraph 2 of this Article which is
relevant for the decision in accordance with Article 8 and which
only becomes available after the time the public concerned was
informed in accordance with paragraph 2 of this Article.



Article 8 – as referenced above – details the requirements for the making of a legal decision
under the directive:
Article 8
The results of consultations and the information gathered pursuant to
Articles 5, 6 and 7 must be taken into consideration in the development
consent procedure.



Article 5 and 6 – as referenced above –
Article 5
1. In the case of projects which, pursuant to Article 4, must be
subjected to an environmental impact assessment in accordance with
Articles 5 to 10, Member States shall adopt the necessary measures to
ensure that the developer supplies in an appropriate form the information
specified in Annex IV inasmuch as:
(a) the Member States consider that the information is relevant to a
given stage of the consent procedure and to the specific characteristics
of a particular project or type of project and of the environmental
features likely to be affected;
(b) the Member States consider that a developer may reasonably be
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required to compile this information having regard inter alia to
current knowledge and methods of assessment.
2. Member States shall take the necessary measures to ensure that, if
the developer so requests before submitting an application for development
consent, the competent authority shall give an opinion on the
information to be supplied by the developer in accordance with
paragraph 1. The competent authority shall consult the developer and
authorities referred to in Article 6 (1) before it gives its opinion. The
fact that the authority has given an opinion under this paragraph shall
not preclude it from subsequently requiring the developer to submit
further information.
Member States may require the competent authorities to give such an
opinion, irrespective of whether the developer so requests.

3. The information to be provided by the developer in accordance
with paragraph 1 shall include at least:
— a description of the project comprising information on the site,
design and size of the project,
— a description of the measures envisaged in order to avoid, reduce
and, if possible, remedy significant adverse effects,
— the data required to identify and assess the main effects which the
project is likely to have on the environment,
— an outline of the main alternatives studied by the developer and an
indication of the main reasons for his choice, taking into account the
environmental effects,
— a non-technical summary of the information mentioned in the
previous indents.

4. Member States shall, if necessary, ensure that any authorities
holding relevant information, with particular reference to Article 3,
shall make this information available to the developer.
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Article 6
1. Member States shall take the measures necessary to ensure that the
authorities likely to be concerned by the project by reason of their
specific environmental responsibilities are given an opportunity to
express their opinion on the information supplied by the developer
and on the request for development consent. To this end, Member
States shall designate the authorities to be consulted, either in general
terms or on a case-by-case basis. The information gathered pursuant to
Article 5 shall be forwarded to those authorities. Detailed arrangements
for consultation shall be laid down by the Member States.

2. The public shall be informed, whether by public notices or other
appropriate means such as electronic media where available, of the
following matters early in the environmental decision-making
procedures referred to in Article 2(2) and, at the latest, as soon as
information can reasonably be provided:
(a) the request for development consent;
(b) the fact that the project is subject to an environmental impact
assessment procedure and, where relevant, the fact that Article 7
applies;
(c) details of the competent authorities responsible for taking the
decision, those from which relevant information can be obtained,
those to which comments or questions can be submitted, and details
of the time schedule for transmitting comments or questions;
(d) the nature of possible decisions or, where there is one, the draft
decision;
(e) an indication of the availability of the information gathered pursuant
to Article 5;
(f) an indication of the times and places where and means by which the
relevant information will be made available;
(g) details of the arrangements for public participation made pursuant to
paragraph 5 of this Article.
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3. Member States shall ensure that, within reasonable time-frames,
the following is made available to the public concerned:
(a) any information gathered pursuant to Article 5;

(b) in accordance with national legislation, the main reports and advice
issued to the competent authority or authorities at the time when the
public concerned is informed in accordance with paragraph 2 of this Article;

(c) in accordance with the provisions of Directive 2003/4/EC of the
European Parliament and of the Council of 28 January 2003 on
public access to environmental information (1), information other
than that referred to in paragraph 2 of this Article which is
relevant for the decision in accordance with Article 8 and which
only becomes available after the time the public concerned was
informed in accordance with paragraph 2 of this Article.

4. The public concerned shall be given early and effective opportunities
to participate in the environmental decision-making procedures
referred to in Article 2(2) and shall, for that purpose, be entitled to
express comments and opinions when all options are open to the
competent authority or authorities before the decision on the request
for development consent is taken.

5. The detailed arrangements for informing the public (for example
by bill posting within a certain radius or publication in local newspapers)
and for consulting the public concerned (for example by
written submissions or by way of a public inquiry) shall be determined
by the Member States.

6. Reasonable time-frames for the different phases shall be provided,
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allowing sufficient time for informing the public and for the public
concerned to prepare and participate effectively in environmental
decision-making subject to the provisions of this Article.

This information submitted during the re-convened oral hearing was much more significant
than that which has been submitted by the applicant and which required re-advertisement
by the Board on August 10th 2010. However no such re-advertisement and notification was
undertaken.
In summary the obligation under the EIA directive is to inform the public, and notifiable
bodies. The matter of new information submitted to this hearing has been inappropriately
restricted to the hearing – this is not inconformance with the legislative requirements.
Therefore a decision to permit the application arising under Article 8 has not met with the
requirement to consider the consultation – as the consultation has been limited and is not
inconformance with the stipulations of the directive thereon. An Taisce has already made an
oral submission on this point to the Inspector – however given matters arising we felt it
essential to include this point in our submission.
Finally on this line of argument, An Taisce contends that on a number of other areas - not
limited only to those where lack of consultation renders the EIS deficient by ruling out the
consideration of new information submitted to the hearing and via the DCENR - that the
revised Environmental Impact Statement – fails dismally in addressing the requirements
specified in the EIA,Habitat’s and Bird’s , SEA and Waste Directive Planning & Development
Act 2000 as amended, The Foreshore Acts, The Gas Act and associated regulations thereof all of which are relevant for this application.
We therefore submit that the current application does not provide the Board with adequate
information on which it could consider that this development was consistent with the
proper planning and sustainable development of the area, and does not provide a basis for
such an assessment
These remarks will be further substantiated in the context of various aspects of in the
remainder of this submission, and submission points to be made associated with outstanding
questioning modules, and our closing statement; and of course remarks of other parties to
this hearing.

3. Preface to further remarks given the Irvine judgement
Inspector – prior to proceeding further, I wish to assure you that I will endeavour to be as
brief as possible in our remaining remarks, but I wish to complete them in full.
We contend it is only appropriate that all parties to this process are afforded the opportunity
to hear the full submission of An Taisce – as a prescribed body for this application.
Also as a preface to our remarks, and without causing any undue or unecessary concern An
Taisce would like make reference to the Irvine judgement, already referenced by Mr Peter
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Sweetman in his submission to this hearing. An Taisce’s remarks as a prescribed body to this
application at this hearing we submit will be perfectly in order and we wish to complete
them in full. Should the Inspector wish to curtail our submission, particularly in length, we
request an advance undertaking of the Board, but also that the Board also receive an
undertaking from the High Court and Supreme Court of Ireland, the Applicant and all parties
to these proceedings, that the precident of the Irvine judgement will not be applied in the
context of any judicial review taken against these proceedings.
An Taisce appreciates the desire of the Inspector to progress the hearing in a timely fashion,
and the particular difficulties of this hearing – however this is an appropriate juncture to
note our concern over the time pressure exerted over appealants in the context of their
submissions to this current hearing, and indeed the requirement for them to make
submissions in advance of completion of questioning of the applicant and critical prescribed
bodies for the purposes of this hearing such as the Department of Communications, Energy
and Natural Resouces, DCNR and the Department of Environment, Heritage and Local
Government, DOEHLG; and we refer to the hearing’s recorded records, written schedules and
guidelines and directions in this regard. It is critical not only for justice to be done – but that
justice is seen to be done. When we, the Board, and the applicant pack up to go home –
these people will have to live with the decisions that follow on these proceedings. An Taisce
submits they should be entitled without obstruction to their say on the record. For people
not used to such proceedings, and who are so emotionally involved, it is all to easy for any
pressure to compromise them and their say – and we say that with the greatest respect in
the face of the contribution of so many to these proceedings. Furthermore, as Ireland has
amended its constitution by passing the Lisbon Treaty, now the full rights under the
European Convention of Human Rights and the European Court of Human Rights is available
to Irish citizens. It states that fair procedures must be followed in decision making
procedures. In this context we also consider the requirement of this hearing for appealants
and notifiable bodies to make submissions in advance of the completion of questioning of
the appeallant and other bodies unfair. This matter has been further exascerbated by the
restriction on apealants in making submission points in conjunction with their questioning of
the applicant and bodies. This puts extraordinary pressure on the public to attend the
hearing in full and compromises their input of their views and conclusions.

4. Legality of the application – certain specifics
Opinions on the Corrib Gasline Proposals and associated applications are divided and no
doubt will continue to be so, and the Board’s position as a decision-maker is an unenviable
one.
However what is unambiguously clear is the requirement of the law and the fact that all are
equally bound by it – and it on this principle An Taisce’s following submission points are
made:
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Ignorance of the law is no defence, and certainly in the context of this applicant, Shell E & P
Ireland Ltd, posessed as it is of significant financial resource, and armed with batteries of
expertise – legal, ecological, geological, hydrological, hydro-geological ... and everthing-elseollogical – it is no less defensible.
Notwithstanding the supposed strategic importance of this initiative; the matters of law must
be observed and cannot be set aside. It is An Taisce’s contention that the application should
be refused on the following legal grounds which we will expand upon on further below after
this summary listing:
I.

The application is quite simply out of time

II. The application is invalid - as there is no application for retention for elements of the
development which have been already constructed without planning permission and
which required planning permission – and which are part of the proposed
development - the subject of this application.
III. The development cannot be permitted as the development proposal, the subject of
this application, relies on development which has already been constructed, without
EIA and which required EIA.
IV. Further complexity associated with the constructed development from the HWM to
the landfall at Glengad, and the matter of Section 40 consents.
V. The application relies on illegally obtained information.
Prior to expanding on this list and further to our opening remarks in this section regarding all
being equal before the law – and in realtion to the breaches detailed above – there are many
examples where the Board refused permission to an applicant based on the grounds above –
and An Taisce urges the Board to demonstrate consistency in this regard. Furthermore, as
already stated given Ireland has amended its constitution by passing the Lisbon Treaty, now
the full rights under the European Convention of Human Rights and the European Court of
Human Rights is available to Irish citizens. This states that fair procedures must be followed in
decision making procedures.
An Taisce will now expand briefly on each of the above items in turn.
I.

The application is quite simply out of time.
It should therefore be deemed to be lapsed. In summary:
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On November 2nd 2009, the Board issued a letter to the applicant requesting
them to submit a revised EIS etc. by Feb 5th 2010 – to support certain
considerations and alterations to their original application of 2009.



The applicant requested and was granted further time to provide this
information.



On May 31st May 2010 the applicant submitted a response to the Board’s request
of November 2nd 2009. This met the extended deadline for submission. This
further information was advertised and notified on June 29th 2010



However the applicant then submitted more information with a view to
complete the set of information requested by the Board on 2nd Nov 2009. The
Board has acknowledged that this information was significant by virtue of
requiring the applicant to re-advertise and notify this additional information,
which was done on August 10th 2010.



It is An Taisce’s contention that this subsequent submission of information as
advertised on Aug 10th renders the compliance with the further information
request of Nov 2nd 2009 effectively late.



Yet even further information to complete the revised EIS has also been
submitted during the reconvened hearing since August 24th 2010.



The application should simply have been ruled out of time, and this application
should therefore be deemed to be lapsed, and we submit a grant of permission
cannot be granted for same.

II. The application is invalid.
There is no application for retention for elements of the development which have been
already constructed without planning permission and which require planning permission
– and which are part of the proposed development - the subject of this application. In
summary:



This application as advertised includes the development of the pipeline from the
highwater mark HWM to a landfall at Glengad. ( A copy of the advertisement is
included later in this submission in section 6. )



The development ( from the High Water Mark to a landfall at Glengad) has infact
already been constructed.



It is an Taisce’s contention, and it is a view supported by other appelants to this
hearing, that the development of the pipeline which was originally applied for in
2001, and the subject of a 2002 Section 40 consent and was not infact exempted
development, and that it infact required planning permission. The reasons for the
loss of exempted status for the pipeline include but are not limited to the following
considerations:
o The proposed gas pipeline development, the subject of the 2001 application:
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Compromised rights of way



Encompassed esturine development



is covered by the following condition:



(a) if the carrying out of such development would—
(ii) consist of or comprise the formation, laying out or material
widening of a means of access to a public road the surfaced
carriageway of which exceeds 4 metres in width,”


PDR 2001, Part 2, Article 9

We acknowledge that in 2002, gas pipelines, under the Planning & Development
Regulations 2001 were classified as exempt development, as detailed in [ Schedule
2, Part 1, Class 25(c)].
However Part 2, Section 6 of the regulations which addresses exempted
development states explicitly that such exemptions are subject to the restrictions of
Article 9, - and the pipleline met such considerations – which therefore de-exempted
it and it therefore required planning permission.


Therefore the gas pipeline proposal of 2001, for which a 2002 Section 40 consent was
granted should have been accompanied by planning permission, and was not.



The applicant has since that constructed the pipeline from the HWM to a landfall at
Glengad without planning permission, and has not applied for retention of same in
this current application.



In response to challenges on the probity of the planning status of the development
elements constructed, Mr Keane, Counsel for the applicant kindly treated the
hearing to a reading of Mr. Justice Charleton’s decision. Given the declarations
requested in that case – the judgement of Justice Charleton have infact no bearing
on the specific matter of the status and matter of permission for the development
from the HWM to the landfall at Glengad.



The applicant, and Mr Keane on behalf of his client the applicant, we submit have
not furnished the Board with relevant evidence to support the fact that planning was
not required, or indeed alternatively that somehow planning permission was
provided.



Therefore An Taisce submits that an application for retention is required – and none
has been provided as part of this application.

III. The development cannot be permitted as the development proposal the subject of this
application relies on development which requires EIA and post construction consent ,
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In summary:


Further to our remarks in (II) above - namely that the development proposal the
subject of the 2002 Section 40 consent required planning permission but none
was sought or gained - we also submit that the development already
constructued and which was the subject of the 2002 section 40 consent – also
required EIA.



This presents a particularly complex dilemma for the following reasons:



The actual constructed pipeline from the HWM to a landfall at Glengad – is not in
accordance with the information submitted in the 2001 EIS for which 2002
Section 40 consent was granted. No EIS was submitted to address what the
applicant subsequently constructed, which was a breach through the cliff at the
Natura 2000 site. Therefore quite simply as a matter of logic no EIA was
conducted for this development.



The current application before the Board – includes this already constructed
development form the HWM to the Landfall at Glengad. Permission cannot now
be granted for this development even if applied for - as such development
requires EIA and an EIA cannot be conducted after the fact of the development.
Or in other words an EIA cannot be conducted restrospectively for development
which has already occured. In this regard we reference the decision of the
European Court of Justice, ECJ Case C-215/06, Commission v Ireland,
delivered on the 3rd day of July, 2008.



Further to this point and on the matter of consistency in the treatment of
application of the rule of law – An Taisce notes and welcomes the Board’s recent
decision to refuse permission to a quarry which depends on and includes
retention of development which required EIA but where the construction had
occured prior to EIA – namely the Nurney Demesne, County Kildare, Board
Reference: PL 09.235759. An Taisce notes the Board’s reference of the same
European Court of Justice ruling which we reference in relation to the Shell E & P
Ireland Ltd case in its reasons for refusal of the Nurney case. We quote the
reason provided by the Board in its Decision on this case:

2. Having regard to:“the judgement of the European Court of Justice in Case C-215/06,
Commission v Ireland, delivered on the 3rd day of July, 2008, in
which it was held that the retention permission system, as it applies in
Irish law to projects that are required to be subject to Environmental
Impact Assessment under the EIA Directives, does not comply with
the Directives,
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it is considered that as the proposed development for which permission is
sought is of a class that requires Environmental Impact Assessment in
accordance with the requirements of EU Directives 85/337/EEC (as amended)
and that it includes a significant element of retention permission, the Board
is, therefore, precluded from considering a grant of planning permission in
this case.” ( note emphasis added )


An Taisce is confident that the Board will be consistent in its judgement of such
serious matters - namely where the European Court has ruled against us and
clarified the requirements of the EIA directive so explicitly. Therefore this
application we submit must be refused, as a decision to grant permission is as
the Board has already acknowledged precluded under European law.

IV. Further complexity associated with the constructed development from the High Water
Make, HWM to the landfall at Glengad and the matter of Section 40 consents.


In brief An Taisce’s contention is that the Board cannot grant permission for this
development given the problems arising consequent on the complexities of the
Section 40 consent. Our argumentation is as follows:



Mr Keane, Counsel for the Applicant, kindly clarified for the hearing that a
Section 40 consent cannot be ammended, and therefore that as he saw it – given
the alterations to the pipeline since the section 40 was granted in 2002 - the
applicant was required to re-apply for a Section 40 consent.



An Taisce notes that such a consent (Section 40 ) requires EIA, and is required for
the entire length of the pipeline.



As already outlined - the development from the HWM to the constructed landfall
at Glengad should have required EIA and planning permission and as already
contended permission cannot be granted for same given the post-construction
EIA matter, as outlined re. ECJ Case C-215/06, Commission v Ireland – which has
already been quoted above in relation to the Nurney Demesne decision by the
Board.



Furthermore this Glengad element is also included in the application for a new
Section 40 consent – where an equivalent dilemma is presented – as while an
EIA is required – it cannot be provided retrospectively. So a new Section 40
cannot be granted legally in this context alone, nothwithstanding other issues
with the new Section 40 application itself.



So as An Taisce understands it:
o
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The development at Glengad is not in conformance with the existing
section 40 consent.

o

The development of the pipeline now proposed – is not in conformance
with the existing Section 40

o

It is clear given the issues raised and acknowledged with that proposal –
cannot be constructed as consented

o

There is no provision in law to ammend a Section 40 consent, nor indeed
to withdraw or annul a Section 40 consent. In fact An Taisce would argue
the absence of same is significant.

o

Notwithstanding the specific complexities of the existing Section 40
considerations - given the requirement for EIA for the development –
and the impossibility of conducting EIA after the fact of development –
and any legislative changes which might be adopted - a new Section 40
encompassing the development at Glengad would not be legal under the
EIA directive given the development is already constructed without EIA.



Therefore in conclusion An Taisce submits that the Board cannot grant
permission for the portion of a pipeline for which no valid Section 40 consent
either exists or can indeed be created consequent on the development
constructed at Glengad.



The matter cannot simply be resolved as the applicant now appears to contend by simply applying for a new section 40 consent, as given the



It is therefore An Taisce’s contention that it would be at best premature to
consider any grant of permission pending resolution of this matter.



If ever there was a lesson not to engage in ill-considered amendment to
legislation and project-splitting – it is this project. A point to which we will return
later. Given the complexity of this argument – we summarise some of the key
elements again below:
 Consequent on the actions of the applicant in developing a portion
of the pipeline for which no planning permission was granted
 but even more problematically for which no EIA has been conducted,
and
 which is not in conformance with the section 40 consent issued; and
 also given that the outstanding portion of the pipeline as is currently
proposed to be developmed is not in conformance with Section 40
consent granted – ( it is important to note that this is a situation which
Shell E & P Ireland Ltd openly entered into as we understand it )
 and given that the originally envisaged pipeline for which a section
40 consent was granted is no longer considered a feasible option by the
compentent authorities
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 and given there is no legal provision to either ammend, annul or
withdraw a section 40 consent, and
 the development constructed cannot secure a new Section 40 for
reasons not limited to the requirement for an accompanying EIA and the
fact an EIA cannot be provided as it cannot be conducted retrospectively,
 there are two parallel or complimentary processes – the planning
application before the Board and the Section 40 - the applicant now
presents an application proposal to the Board - which is inconsistent
with an existing section 40 - and for which no new section 40 can be
legally granted.


Therefore in brief we contend permission simply cannot be granted given these
considerations. The complexities of the current situation have arisen not only on
decisions made by the applicant to deviate from the consents granted, but other
agencies to do so also, and to compromise and higlight deficiencies in a a
somewhat imperfect and hastily amended legislative process. A further
permission in the absence of resolution of the infrastructure of decision-making
– would be premature and could serve to further compromise matters further.
An Taisce states this without predjudice to our views on the matter of multiple
other reasons for refusal.

V. The application relies on illegally obtained information. In summary on this matter:
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Mr Keane has raised on a number of occassions submissions in relation to the
admisability or otherwise of information submitted to this hearing, and we wish
to also make a submission regarding the admisability of evidence provided by
the applicant to the hearing.



Notwithstanding our earlier remarks in relation to ‘participation’ and the
provisions of Art 8 and Article 6(3)c of the EIA directive in particular, pertaining
to the submission of new information - we also submit the following:



The foreshore licence already granted to the applicant to conduct borehole
investigations to support this application, was granted in the absence of any
exemption from the relevant Minister of the requirement for an EIS - based we
contend on a legally flawed view that no EIS was required. Such a view was
formulated by the Minister despite that the fact that the ‘development’ for
which a Foreshore licence was requested was infact being conducted in a Natura
2000 site, namely the Broadhaven Bay pSPA and Glenamoy Bog Complex SAC.
We can provide for the consideration of the Board a copy of a response
furnished by the Department in this regard – clearly indicating no exemption
decision exists, because the Minister did not consider an exemption was

required, because the Minister did not consider an EIS was required – a view we
hold to be fundamently flawed.


We also contend that such a licence was granted in the absence of any
consideration of the provisions of Article 6 of the Habitat’s Directive –
particularly pertaining to requirements regarding Appropriate Assessment.



Therefore, the borehole log data provided in addition to being late and not
subject to required consultation as outlined earlier – we contend has been
collected on the basis of unlawful activity – as the foreshore licence granted is
not valid. Therefore we contend the borehole log data be ruled as inadmissable.
In the absence of same – the requested information by the Board on 2nd Nov
2009 had not been furnished, and apart from this being a futher out of time
matter - without such information - there is insufficent evidence to support the
Board in determining and demonstrating a ‘reasonably-arrived’ at conclusion that this application is consistent with the proper planning and sustainable
development of the area, and to comply with the requirements of the EIA
directive.

In conclusion on this matter – we submit that the application be deemed to be lapsed,
invalid, incomplete and insufficient and one for which given the requirements of the EIA
directive as confirmed and clarified by the European Court of Justice – this is an
application for which permission cannot be granted either by the Board or for the
complimentary requirement of a valid Section 40 consent given the unresolved legal
complexities of the Section 40 consent matter.
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5. Record of the Applicant pertenent to the Corrib Gas pipeline experience:

Notwithstanding all the above – we submit the following further considerations for the
Board regarding the applicant’s observance of consents granted relevant to the Corrib
Gas Pipeline proposal, and we detail the relevance of same for the very specific
circumstances of this application.
It is An Taisce’s contention that the Board must consider the very real risk presented to
Natura 2000 sites and given the particular requirements of the precautionary principle,
also the risks presented to the community and indeed the environment at large
associated with the applicant – based on specific non-compliance behaviour not limited
to:
I.

Development without consent or licence

II. Development not in accordance with consents granted.
III. The use by the applicant of appliciations for retention.
These are expanded upon briefly below:
I . Development without consent or licence.


Notwithstanding our earlier remarks regarding the legaility of the foreshore licence for
the boreholes in the first instance, we contend the ongoing execution of borehole
investigations, which continues beyond the pretext of provision of information to
support this EIS for which a foreshore licence was applied for back in Jan 2010 and
granted in July 2010 – now constitutes development activity.



At this juncture such development activity is without EIA and without permission, and
without the grant of a foreshore licence for the development phase of this application.



The Board’s inspector in fairness has indicated his concern at the additional data
provided by the applicant in the course of this hearing. In response to same on behalf of
the applicant Mr Keane has indicated ‘it is not proposed’ to furnish further information.



Therefore given the eventual and incremental submission to the hearing of borehole log
data and analysis thereof which we have been given to understand is complete- the
question must be asked and answered – what is the nature of the onoing activity in
Sruwaddacon Bay of Shell E & P Ireland Ltd’s drilling rigs?



So in summary – notwithstanding, and without predujdice to our earlier remarks in
above regarding the legality of the foreshore licence applied for back in Jan 2010 - the
basis on which it was granted as we understand it - was in order to facilitate the
provision of information for the revised EIS to support the decision by the Board for the
current revised application. The provision of such information we have been given to
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understand has now been completed. So the ongoing activity must be classified as
development.


The foreshore licence application form completed by the applicant in Jan 2010 and
advertised in the Irish Independent on Feb 2nd 2010 as being for 'site investigation
works' states in: Section B Statement of reasons for the works:
“To determine the subsurface conditions within the foreshore area of Sruwaddacon
Bay for the detailed design of the proposed Corrib Onshore Gas Pipeline”



Therefore the injury afforded by drilling without a valid licence issued by the Minister is
now compounded by ongoing activity extending beyond the bounds of the original
justification of investigations for the revised EIS now before the Board.



We submit such activity cannot be therefore considered to be otherwise than
‘development activity’ associated with development the subject of the revised EIS
application – and for which no permissions have been yet granted or refused, and also is
for the development of a pipeline for which no foreshore licence has yet been granted –
as the foreshore licence for the development of the pipeline was only applied for on Wed
16th of June 2010 .



The only alternative to acknowledging they are undertaking unpermissioned and
therefor illegal development in a Natura 2000 site - is for the developer to conceed they
have insufficient information and further design and information is required – and on
such a basis the Board clearly hasn't been presented with the evidence on which to grant
permission.

iii. Non-compliance with conditions of permission



Notwithstanding earlier comments regarding planning permission and EIA requirements
for the development constructed at Glengad – we also wish to make the following point.
The applicant previously sought a section 40 consent under the Gas Act, and was granted
same in 2002. While that application for consent provided for development at a certain
point in Glengad, and provided an EIS to support the EIA of development at that point.
The applicant then subsequently constructed development at another point entirely in
Glengad and without securing any associated consents or EIA in advance thereof.



We wish to note it formally, albeit the Board is aware, that this illegal development was
actually executed in a Natura 2000 network for which the State has an obligation to
protect.



While the extent of accomodation and legal amendment engaged upon by the State to
accomodate the Corrib gas pipeline initiative is perhaps unprecedented - the very
deliberate actions of the applicant, Shell Exploration and Production Ireland Ltd in our
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view have in fact compromised this State, the Republic of Ireland in terms of its
undertakings and legal obligation to protect the Natura 2000 network within the State’s
terrritory within the European community, and its international obligations under the
Ramsar Convention and Conventions on Migratory Species.
iii The use by the applicant of appliciations for retention.


In brief the applicant has been forced to make applications for retention for
development and variations without prior consent.

In conclusion on the examples as detailed above:


the credibility of Mayo County Council as an enforcement agent to any conditions of
permission which the Board might seek to impose is raised, and is likely to be raised
further before this hearing concludes;



together with the poor compliance record of the applicant on the execution of what
they have been permitted or not permitted or condition to do


we contend together constitute and present a significant and unmitigated risk – not
limited to the Natura 2000 sites. We further submit that this is the fundamental issue which
many appelants have sought to bring to the attention of the Board in raising such matters
not limited to the recent dolphin incident in the bay - albeit the relevance of same was
queried by the Inspector. The NPWS view expressed at the hearing on this incident seems
somewhat at odds with the legislative requirements. The Department of Transport issued
Marine Notice 15 in 2004 on the correct procedure when encountering whales and dolphins
in inshore Irish waters. This important legislation is provided under a statutory instrument
and thus is legally enforceable, giving Ireland some of the strictest protection to cetaceans
from both recreational and commercial vessels (including whalewatching boats) in Europe.
Some elements of the Marine notice are quoted – a copy is provided in the appendix for the
convenience of the board:
“In 1991 the Irish Government declared all Irish Waters a whale and dolphin sanctuary.”
“Under current National Legislation - S.I No. 94 of 1997, Natural Habitat Regulations, Cetaceans are
listed, and regulations prohibit the deliberate disturbance of these species”
“The following guidelines are intended to offer best practice to be followed in cases of any interaction
between small craft and large mammals within Irish waters:
· When whales or dolphins are first encountered, craft should maintain a steady course.
· Boat speed should be maintained below 7 knots.
· Do not attempt to pursue whales or dolphins encountered.
· Always allow dolphins approach a boat rather than attempt to go after them.
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· Maintain a distance of 200m between any other boats in the vicinity.
· Attempt to steer a course parallel to the direction whales or dolphins are taking.
· Do not corral whales or dolphins between boats.
· Special care must be taken when young calves are seen - do not come between a mother and
her calf.
· Successive boats must follow the same course.
· Boats should not spend more than 30 minutes with whales or dolphins.
Craft that do encounter any species are encouraged to log all sightings and to advise the Irish
Whale and Dolphin Group (IWDG) or officers of the National Parks and Wildlife Service,
which is a division of the Department of Environment Heritage, and Local Government.”

The observance of the requirements of this notice by the applicant and other considerations
raised associated with this incident are of concern.
An Taisce submits in the context of all of the above and the fact that this application requires
consideration of a decision to allow Shell E & P Ireland Ltd construct or operated in Natura
2000 sites – all these matters are wholly relevant considerations to the risks presented by the
applicant themselves iven the requirements of the precautionary principle. This is a matter
which we will address further in our section dealing with the implications of Article 6 of the
Habitat’s Directive. In brief it is our contention that this factor alone is sufficient to invoke
Article 6(4) of the Habitats directive 2 – as uncertainty and risk are sufficient to invoke Art
6(4) - but we will expand on that line of argument later in this submission.
It is somewhat ironic that the legislative protection afforded the natural environment
appears clearer and more specific than that for humans. An Taisce’s concerns are no less for
the safety of the community – however we have focused on where we feel the strongest
clearest legal argument can be made regarding the risks presented by the applicant
themselves consequent on the evidence of their track record on the Corrib Gasline Project.
We contend many errors have been made in the context of attempts to progress the leverage
of Atlantic gas fields, however compounding errors with further errors is no solution. An Bord
Pleanala, uniquely stands independent on these matters and in a position to protect the
State from further errors. It is our contention that an applicant who has shown such poor
observance for the permissions granted it, and the law of the land – as demonstrated by the
examples above – even while they are still critically dependent on securing further
permissions and therefore be hyper-motivated to demonstrated compliance – presents a
major risk of default once they secured what they need in terms of permission – when no
further incentive pertains and with such a non-credible enforcement agent.
The matter of a Section 35 application to the courts for refusal on the basis of noncompliance for other development – is we submit an option open to the Board. Given the
2

COUNCIL DIRECTIVE 92/43/EEC of 21 May 1992 on the conservation of natural habitats and of wild
fauna and flora – and amendments thereof
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veritable platter of reasons available for refusal – the board is somewhat spoiled for choice. A
section 35 in this case would send a very clear signal to Developers across the State, and
would be very welcomed by An Taisce.

6. Compromise of the EIA subsequent to the Board’s Direction of Nov 2nd 2009.
In addition to these and our other submission points raised - An Taisce submit that The Board
have compromised the Environmental Impact Assessment which they need to undertake
given their direction of Nov 2, 2009 to the applicant.
In brief our contention is that the landfall at Glengad and the Terminal at Bellenaboy, have
been considered inappropriately as constraints to the alternative routings to be considered.
Therefore the matter of consideration of alternatives as required under the EIA and Habitats
directives has not and cannot be complied with for this application.
The view pertained that the landfall and the terminal were fixed given the existing Section
40 consent, and other considerations without basis.
However as outlined above – the pipeline as constructed and indeed as proposed – are not in
conformance with that Section 40. How this matter is to be resolved is as yet unclear. What is
is clear however, is that the view that the landfall at Glengad was a constraint for the start of
the onshore component of the pipeline is fundamentally flawed in law. No Section 40, and no
planning permission has been granted for it and no EIA consent can be granted for the
development, either to secure planning permission or to secure a Section 40 consent.
Therefore in the context of a landfall at Glengad being removed from the frame – further
alternatives for the route could be considered. The direction of the Board on Nov 2nd 2009
to the applicant inappropriately therefore constrained the consideration of alternatives
necessary to it in order for the Board to conduct a legally valid EIA in conformance with the
requirements of the EIA directive.
In support of this argument – I was pleased to note shortly after my return to the hearing on
Wed 8th Sep of last week – that further to a question by Mr Nigel Wright, operating on behalf
of the Board in this hearing, Mr Keane, Counsel for the applicant interjected to secure
clarification from the Inspector, regarding exactly what the Board did and did not require of
the applicant in considering the requirements of the revised EIS etc. As requested by the
Board in their letter to the applicant of Nov 2nd 2009. I refer to the recorded record for
confirmation on this matter – ( as I recollect the interjection occurred between 4.15 and 5
pm). Mr Keane indicated that with reference to the Board’s letter of November that certainly
his understanding of what had been required of his client was that they were “restrained by
the invitation to modify explained therein” and he continued on to make specific reference
to paragraph 8 of the Boards letter which details the chainages after the landfall at Glengad
as we understand it.
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In response - as An Taisce understood this – the Inspector confirmed such a restriction on
what was to be considered was infact the Board’s requirement. Given the significance of this
matter – in the context of An Taisce’s questioning of the applicant at the re-convened hearing
on Thursday afternoon 9th Sep 2010 during the Design Standards and Safety Module – An
Taisce specifically choose to ask the applicant what were the constraints they considered in
addressing the current pipeline. In response Mr Gerry Costello of Shell E & P Ireland Ltd
indicated clearly and unequivoally the view that “the terminal and the landfall were certainly
fixed” . We refer again to the recorded record for clarification and confirmation in this regard
- (Thursday Sep 9th 2010 in the afternoon during An Taisce’s questioning of the applicant.)
Finally on this matter we also submit in evidence the Board’s letter of November 2nd and
which clearly indicates in paragraph 8 as referred to by Mr Keane.
Extract commences:

Extract concludes.

In the first page of the board's letter of 2nd Nove 2009 which requested a revised EIS - in
remarking on the original application of 16.GA0004 & 16.DA0004 – the board noted:

Extract commences:

Extract concludes.

In detailing the requirements for the revised EIS – the Board also stated the following on
page 2
Extract commences:
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Extract concludes.

and the Board's letter continues on to require:
Extract commences:

Extract concludes.

We also submit the Direction of the Board dated August 16th on the matter of the hearing (
ref 16.GA0004 and displayed at the hearing and read into the record ) wherein it states the
following: ( note: emphasis added )
“ ..The Board decided to issue the following instructions regarding the conduct of the
re-opened oral hearing commencing on 24th August 2010:1. The Oral Hearing should be limited to the consideration of the modification to
the proposed development as set out in the revised EIS
2. The Oral Hearing should not re-open consideration of those matters already
examined at the initial oral hearing and not affected by the revised proposals
3. The Oral Hearing should be confined to consideration of relevant matters ie
the onshore pipeline and not matters in relation to the offshore
wellhead/wellfield or the terminal except as they may be relevant to the
performance of the onshore pipeline the subject of this application – or?? as
determined by the Inspector on an item by item basis.”
End of extract.
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Additionally, the information in the first advertisement for the revised EIS is included below
for reference and makes clear reference to the development at Glengad. ( ##Note: higlighting
added )

PLANNING AND DEVELOPMENT ACTS 2000 TO 2009
NOTICE OF SPECIFIED ALTERATIONS TO THE PIPELINE ROUTE
AND FURTHER INFORMATION SUBMITTED IN RELATION TO A
DIRECT PLANNING APPLICATION TO AN BORD PLEANáLA IN
RESPECT OF THE CORRIB ONSHORE GAS PIPELINE,
A STRATEGIC INFRASTRUCTURE DEVELOPMENT
AN BORD PLEANáLA REFERENCE NUMBERS: 16.GA0004 & 16.DA0005
MAYO COUNTY COUNCIL.
In accordance with Section 182C of the Planning and Development Act, 2000 as
amended by the Planning and Development (Strategic Infrastructure) Act, 2006, SHELL E
& P IRELAND LIMITED (“Shell E & P Ireland Ltd”) (on behalf of Shell E & P Ireland Ltd, Statoil Exploration (Ireland)
Limited
and Vermilion Energy Ireland Limited) made an application to An Bord Pleanála on the
12th February, 2009 in relation to the proposed construction of the Corrib Onshore
Pipeline, Co. Mayo, comprising strategic upstream gas pipeline infrastructure. The altered
pipeline extends from the High Water Mark to the landfall at Glengad townland County
Mayo in a route under Sruwaddacon Bay to Aghoos townland and to Bellagelly South
townland, and into the Bellanaboy Bridge Gas Terminal. Alterations, further information
and a revised Environmental Impact Statement (EIS) were lodged with An Bord Pleanála
on the 31st May, 2010 on foot of a notice and request for specified alterations issued
by the Board on 2nd November, 2009 under Section 182C(5) of the Planning and
Development Act, 2000, as amended. These specified alterations and further information
together with the original planning application documentation including the revised EIS,
may be inspected free of charge or purchased on payment of a specified fee during
public opening hours for a period of 4 weeks commencing on Wednesday 30th June,
2010 at the following locations:
• The Offices of An Bord Pleanála, 64 Marlborough Street, Dublin 1
• The Offices of Mayo County Council, Aras an Chontae, Castlebar, Co. Mayo
• The Offices of Mayo County Council, Church Road, Belmullet, Co. Mayo
• Shell E & P Ireland Ltd Local Office, 4 Údarás Na Gaeltachta, Belmullet, Co. Mayo
The documentation may also be viewed/downloaded on the following website:
www.corribgaspipelineABPapplication.ie
Full details of the alterations are also provided within the revised EIS and the book of
Further Information drawings.
1. The nature of the specified alterations is indicated below (All
placenames referred to are located in County Mayo save for Sruwaddacon
Bay which is partly in County Mayo and partly in the foreshore):
• Modified pipeline route, to be beneath Sruwaddacon Bay (and approaches to
same) between chainages 83+910 and 89+550 (per pipeline chainages in 2009
application) (Glengad and Aghoos).
• A further significant increase in separation distance between the proposed pipeline
to the nearest occupied residence.
• The proposed pipeline is now reduced in length by 0.9 km to approximately 8.3km
long.
• The altered route under Sruwaddacon Bay, (and the approaches to same) of
approximately 4.9km will include the placing of the pipeline within a 4.2m (outside
diameter) tunnel, constructed from Aghoos to Glengad.
• Approximately 4.6km of the tunnel will be beneath Sruwaddacon Bay.
• A Maximum Allowable Operating Pressure (MAOP) in the Onshore Pipeline
(between the Landfall Valve Installation (LVI) and the Bellanaboy Bridge Gas Terminal)
of 100 barg.
• An MAOP in the Offshore Pipeline (upstream of, and including, the LVI) of 150
barg.
• The proposed pipeline is no longer located within Priority Habitat in the Glenamoy
Bog Complex (cSAC).
• The tunnel will be constructed in one direction from Aghoos and the pipeline will
be assembled and installed into the tunnel from Aghoos; as a result the tunnelling
compound at Aghoos will be larger and will see an increased volume of activity while
the tunnelling compound at Glengad will see a decreased level of activity, and there
will be no construction activity at Rossport.
• The section of pipeline from chainage 83+400 to the High Water Mark at Glengad
has been included within the development application.
Ancillary changes to the development arising out of the specified alterations are also
included. These include: a spare umbilical, electrical cable, fibre optic cable and
water discharge pipeline within the tunnel, increased width of the stone road by 3m to
12m, increased importation of material to the Aghoos tunnelling compound, increased
volume of excavated material (approximately 68,000m3) and a longer duration of
construction works.
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2. Further Information has been furnished to The Board. The further
information can be summarised under the following topics:
• A revised EIS detailing the revised construction methodology and pipeline route
alignment and resulting impacts;
• Appendix Q of the revised EIS provides an integrated set of design documentation
which presents a complete, transparent and adequate demonstration that the pipeline
does not pose an unacceptable risk to the public;
• A Natura Impact Statement to support the Appropriate Assessment of the altered
scheme;
• Details of construction of the pipeline in peat and measures to mitigate peat
instability; and
• Revised drawings which fully describe the full extent of the proposed onshore
pipeline.
A new compulsory acquisition order has been submitted to An Bord Pleanála to
incorporate the specified alterations/modifications. This compulsory acquisition order
is available for inspection at the locations specified above and also at Belmullet Garda
Station, Belmullet, Co Mayo.
Submissions or observations in relation to the SPECIFIED ALTERATIONS AND
FURTHER INFORMATION ONLY may be made solely to An Bord Pleanála (The
Board), 64 Marlborough Street, Dublin 1 during the above-mentioned four weeks.
Any submissions/observations must be accompanied by a fee of €50 (except for certain
prescribed bodies). There is no fee required to make a submission in relation to those
parties/individuals who have already made a valid written submission to the Board
regarding the application.
Submissions or observations must be received by the Board not later than Wednesday
28th July, 2010. Such submissions/observations must also include the following
information:
(i.) The name of the person making the submission or observation, the name of
the person acting on his or her behalf, if any, and the address to which any
correspondence relating to the specified alterations and further information should be
sent.
(ii.) The subject matter of the submission or observation; and
(iii.) The reasons, considerations and arguments on which the submission or
observation is based in full.
Any submissions or observations which do not comply with the above requirements cannot
be considered by the Board.
Any enquiries relating to the significant additional information should be directed to the
Strategic Infrastructure Section of An Bord Pleanála (Tel: 01 8588100)
Dated this 29th day of June 2010
Julia Busby,
Company Secretary, Shell E&P Ireland Limited, Corrib House, 52 Lower Leeson St. Dublin 2.

Addditionally, the Applicant's covering letter to the Board stated the following:( ##Note:
higlighting added )
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Regardless of origin – it is clear the current revised application before the Board has been
inappropriatly constrained in the consideration of alternatives, with regard to the starting
point for the onshore pipe - and thus compromises the Board’s deliberations thereon and
so compromises the conduct of the Environmental Impact Assessment in compliance with
the EIA directive as is required of the Board. An Taisce submits therefore any decision other
than refusal would not be in accordance with the requirements of the EIA and Habitats
directive.
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7. Implications of the Birds and Habitats Directives
Notwithstanding and without predjudice to all the above argumentation – we submit the
following further considerations for the Board regarding the application the subject of
these proceedings; and the implications of the following directives, amendments thereof,
and associated regulations:


Directive 2009/147/EC of the European Parliament and of the Council
of 30 November 2009 on the conservation of wild birds (this is the codified
version of Directive 79/409/EEC as amended) – hereafter referred to as the Birds
Directive; and



COUNCIL DIRECTIVE 92/43/EEC of 21 May 1992 on the conservation of natural
habitats and of wild fauna and flora - hereafter referred to as the Habitats
Directive

As the Board and applicant are aware, the fact that the development site the subject of
this application includes elements of the Natura 2000 network, namely the


Blacksod and Broadhaven SPA/pSPA,



The Glenamoy Bog Complex Candidate Special Area of Conservation, cSAC

and is adjacent to a number of other Natura 2000 sites - the provisions of article 6(3) of
the Habitats Directive are invoked.
The applicant has variously and also through the ecological evidence submitted within
the EIS and in the Briefs of Evidence submitted by the applicant's experts at this hearing endeavoured to address this matter arguing that there will be no adverse impacts to site
integrity – albeit unsatisfactorily in our view – a matter on which we will expand upon
shortly.
In brief it is An Taisce's contention that the outstanding issue referred to the ECJ of the
definition of the phrase 'site-integrity' - over-rides all other arguments relevant to
articles 6(3) and 6(4) of the Habitat's directive. Should the Board make the extraordinary
decision to choose to ignore that argument we present the following for the
consideration on the Board on how independently of that consideration - the
considerations of Article 6(4) are triggered regardless – and the Board still has to address
this.
Additionally, An Taisce wishes to highlight that given the boundaries of the Broadhaven
Bay site are being re-drawn and the site has reverted to a proposed Special Protection
Area, pSPA – that Article 7 of the Habitat's Directive is invoked, and the matter of
justification allowed for any compromise of the site reverts to the much more restrictive
requirements of the Birds Directive under Article 4(4) – which rules out justification for
an impact of a site on the basis of economic considerations.
In brief and without predjudice to the argument consequent on the matter of 'site
integrity' still being before the ECJ - it is our contention that
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given the issues consequent on the matter of determining site integrity,



the evidence of adverse impacts to the sites governed by the Habitats directive,



the limitations to allowable justification for compromising the site under the
habitat's directive



the even stricter requirements that which need to be avoided for the site under
the Bird's directive



this application simply cannot be legally approved by the Board.

An Taisce wishes to lay out this critical argumentation in a very systematic and clear way
in order to assist the Board in its deliberations. Given the complexity of the need to
address both the legal elements of the argument and supporting evidence on the matter
of adverse impacts, site integrity etc – we have chosen to
A) Establish the legal argument – and then
B) Move to the evidence to support our view of the issues which arise consequent on
the applicants development proposals for the sites –which will be addressed in the
remainder of our submission, and then 3
C) Reinforce the conclusions and implications thereof.

A. Establish the legal argument.

As already stated given the proposed development traverses and therefore impacts directly
on the Candidate Special Area of Conservation, cSAC of The Glenamoy Bog Complex, and also
the Blacksod Broadhaven SPA,pSPA; and the Broadhaven cSAC; the matter of determining the
impact of the proposed scheme on the integrity of the site, and indeed other Natura 2000
sites as required under Article 6(3) of the Habitats Directive is required as stipulated below:
Article 6
“3.Any plan or project not directly connected with or necessary to the management of
the site but likely to have a significant effect thereon,either individually or in
combination with other plans or projects, shall be subject to appropriate assessment
of its implications for the site in view of the site's conservation objectives. In the light
of the conclusions of the assessment of the implications for the site and subject to the
provisions of paragraph 4, the competent national authorities shall agree to the plan
or project only after having ascertained that it will not adversely affect the integrity
of the site concerned and, if appropriate, after having obtained the opinion of the
general public.
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The determination of the impact on integrity of the site is to say the very least 'complicated'
by a number of matters including:
i.

The outstanding response from the ECJ on the interpretation of the phrase/concept
of 'integrity of the site' as requested by Ireland's Supreme Court of Justice.

ii. The absence of finalised and agreed site-specific conservation objectives for the
Blacksod/Broadhaven and Glenamoy sites in particular.
i. The outstanding response from the ECJ on the interpretation of the phrase/concept 'site
integrity' requested by Ireland's Supreme Court of Justice.
Mr Peter Sweetman has made a submission point to the hearing on this matter ( infact he
treated practically 'everyone in the audience' to a copy of the reference to the European
Court of Justice! ). An Taisce is in agreement with the submission made on this issue by Mr
Sweetman regarding the relevance to this case of the outstanding matter of interpretation of
the phrase 'integrity of the site'; and the consequential issue this presents for the Board's
determination of this particular application.
The interpretation of this concept/phrase 'integrity of the site' is to be determined at a
pending hearing of the European Court of Justice, ECJ. In brief the State and Mr Sweetman
felt that clarity was needed from the ECJ on the interpretation of this key matter, in relation
to impacts on the Galway Outer Ring Road and the Lough Corrib cSAC - and the Supreme
Court of Ireland agreed - and has referred the matter to the ECJ for determination.
It is An Taisce's fundamental contention that while there are more than adequate grounds to
refuse this application - the subject of this current hearing; that in fact any decision other
than 'refusal' by the Board in advance of such clarity from the ECJ on such a fundamental
matter as what constitutes the 'integrity of the site', and how it is evaluated - would be
premature and in fact could not be justified or appropriate.
In this context Ms Neff's conclusion in her brief of ecological evidence on behalf of the
applicant - which stated the following:
“No significant impacts are likely to arise on the Natura 2000 sites - the Glenamoy Bog
Complex cSAC, the Blacksod Bay/Broadhaven pSPA or the Broadhaven Bay cSAC – and, in my
scientific opinion, there is no question of adverse affects on the integrity of any of the sites as
a result of the proposed development.”

is at best interesting - but her statement is most certainly not sufficient for the Board to
concur with her conclusion, nor would it be 'reasonable' given the acknowledged issue by
the highest court in the land and the State itself as to the meaning of the term 'site integrity'.
It is therefore An Taisce's fundamental contention, that pending clarification by the European
Court of Justice on this matter, any decision other than a refusal of this application would be
premature and an inappropriate affront to both Courts.
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ii. The absence of site-specific conservation objectives for the Broadhaven Bay and
Glenamoy cSACs, and Blacksod/Broadhaven pSPA.
No 'site specific' conservation objectives have as yet been defined for the Broadhaven and
Glenamoy cSACs, and Blacksod/Broadhaven pSPA. The applicant makes reference to a set of
draft generic objectives – however the status of these objectives is clearly of issue given their
draft status and indeed content, and in terms of how conservation objectives need to be
drawn up in the context of the territory's overall obligations under the directive.
Additionally, site specific conservation objectives do not exist for a number of the other
Natura 2000 sites where “Appropriate Assessment” is also legally necessary as part of the
requirements detailed under the Habitats Directive in Article 6(3) to determine possible
impacts of this proposed development on the Natura 2000 network.
The following statement is quoted from the NPWS – the associated web reference also
provided: ( printed copy in appendicies )
“Generic conservation objectives have been compiled for SACs and SPAs. These are
based on the sites’ qualifying features. In time, specific conservation objectives will be
written for the features of interest within each site.”
http://www.npws.ie/en/PublicationsLiterature/ConservationManagementPlans/

Therefore An Taisce contends in the absence of final, agreed site-specific Conservation
Objectives for the cSACs and pSPA and SPA's and inadequacy of baseline information - any
sort of evaluation of the matter of impacts is rendered impossible. We contend the
'precautionary principle' must be followed and in the absence of clear scientific certainty,
not limited to the non-existence of site specific conservation objectives and the
consequential uncertainty with regard to the significance or otherwise of impacts and lack
of information, refusal for the scheme is the only option.
The commissions guidelines on this matter are quite clear and site specific objectives are
required we submit, and we quote from same:

Guidance document on Article 6(4) of the 'Habitats Directive' 92/43/EEC –
Jan 2007. ( emphasis added )
1.3. Initial considerations
Ensure quality of appropriate assessment under article 6 (3)
Appropriate assessments of the implications of the plan or project for the site
concerned must precede its approval and take into account the cumulative effects
which result from the combination of that plan or project with other plans or projects
in view of the site's conservation objectives. This implies that all aspects of the plan
or project which can, either individually or in combination with other plans or
projects, affect those objectives must be identified in the light of the best scientific
knowledge in the field.
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Assessment procedures of plans or projects likely to affect Natura 2000 sites should
guarantee full consideration of all elements contributing to the site integrity and to
the overall coherence of the network, both in the definition of the baseline conditions
and in the stages leading to identification of potential impacts, mitigation measures
and residual impacts.
Furthermore Article 6(3) itself clearly states:
3.Any plan or project not directly connected with or necessary to the
management of the site but likely to have a significant effect thereon,
either individually or in combination with other plans or projects, shall
be subject to appropriate assessment of its implications for the site
in view of the site's conservation objectives.
It is quite simply a matter of logic that physically the Board cannot provide evidence that it
has determined that an application is not having an impact on something ( such as
conservation objectives, and site integrity) – where they are not available to the Board to
review and are not infact defined.
It is therefore An Taisce's fundamental contention, that pending finalisation and agreement
of all site conservation objectives relevant to this application - it is not possible for the Board
to legally comply with the requirement of Article 6(3).
Therefore any decision other than a refusal of this application would be premature and not
legal in the context of the above legally binding requirement of the Habitats Directive.
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iii Invoking the requirements of Article 6(4) of the Habitat's Directive.
Notwithstanding and without predujdice to the argruments raised regarding
a) the understanding of the term 'site integrity' and
b) the absence of site specific conservation objectives
- as detailed earlier above – should the Board wish the consider the further implications of
Article 6 – we submit the following outline legal argumentation. We do this in the light of the
Board having:
a) Agreed to process this application under the provisions of the 'Strategic
Infrastructure Act', and
b) Having somewhat controversially stated in the Board's letter of Nov 2nd 2009 that:

- we therefore felt it incumbent upon us to address the following argumentation in our
submission.
For the record - Article 6(4) of the Habitats Directive states : ( Note: emphasis added )
4. If, in spite of a negative assessment of the implications for the site and in
the absence of alternative solutions, a plan or project must nevertheless be
carried out for imperative reasons of overriding public interest, including
those of a social or economic nature, the Member State shall take all
compensatory measures necessary to ensure that the overall coherence of
Natura 2000 is protected. It shall inform the Commission of the compensatory
measures adopted.
Where the site concerned hosts a priority natural habitat type and/or a
priority species, the only considerations which may be raised are those
relating to human health or public safety, to beneficial consequences of
primary importance for the environment or, further to an opinion from the
Commission, to other imperative reasons of overriding public interest.


We wish to argue not limited to considerations of 'uncertainty' – a negative
assessment condition is triggered by this development proposal which would invoke
article 6(4).



We then wish to argue that the board is obligated to consider proceeding only where
alternatives do not exist – and we wish to highlight once again the inappropriate
restriction that has been placed on the consideration of alternatives given the
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landfall and indeed the terminal – which therefore renders the Board proceeding to
grant permission illegal.


Then we wish to highlight how examination of such alternatives if they were to be
presented – needs to be against the sites conservation objectives – which do not
exist. And so the Board once again cannot be legally compliant if granting
permission.



Then we wish to also add that in the context of examination of alternatives – no
economic considerations can be taken into account – as per the Commission's
Guidelines on the matter – and it is on the basis of economic considerations this
project has been advanced.



The matter of compensatory measures – as an aside we contend simply cannot be
complied with given the status of the Natura 2000 sites and objectives in the State at
present.



Then we wish to argue that even if the Board considered it could get this far – the
provisions of the second paragraph of article 6(4) pertain – which mean that - given
the sites hosts priority habitats and species – a reference to the Commission is
required.



Finally and ultimately we will submit that given the provisions of article 7 of the
Habitat's directive, the much more stringent provisions of the Birds Directive apply –
given the fact this project site includes a pSPA. It therefore cannot be justified on
over-riding public interest/economic considerations. Therefore we submit in brief the
application as proposed must be refused.

To support the submission argument outlined above we submit the following:
We reference the commissions' guidelines on the matter of article 6(4). The guidelines are
explicit on the matter that 'uncertainty' is sufficient to trigger the condition of a negative
assessment – and we quote same as follows: ( emphasis added )
The provisions of Art. 6(4) apply when the results of the preliminary assessment under Art.
6(3) are negative or uncertain. That is:
1. The plan or project will adversely affect the integrity of the site
2. Doubts remain as to the absence of adverse effects on the integrity of the site linked
to the plan or project concerned
"The sequential order of its steps has to be followed".
An Taisce submits that simply given that Supreme Court's acknowledgement that clarity on
the matter of the meaning of site integrity is required from the commission – the condition
of uncertainty with regard to impacts on 'site integrity' is triggered.
Additionally in the absence of site specific conservation objectives – uncertainty as to the
impact on same also pertains – and we will latterly in our submission further substantiate
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other negative issues, uncertainties and risks which on their own we submit would suffice to
invoke article 6(4) - including:


uncertainties and risk presented by intervention pit which cannot be ruled
out as a possible impact given it is the technological fall-back proposed by
the applicant,



deficiencies in the ecological assessments,



impact of light on the birds and other flora and fauna in the pSPA, and
sSAC's,



risks presented consequent on the nature of the proposal – a gas pipeline,



the nature of the applicant specifically both their record, and the attention
an installation of theirs may attract internationally,



proposals to use excavated tunnelling arisings, and



other negative impacts to be further detailed in this submission and indeed
detailed in the submissions of others regarding this proposal.

We reference the Waddenzee judgement, C-127/02 Waddenvereniging and
Vogelbeschermingsvereniging ( copy included in appendix for the convenience of the Board );
and in C-6/04 Commission v United Kingdom of Great Britain and Northern Ireland4, on the
matter of doubt and uncertainty and the precautionary principle, and quote from operative
parts of the judgement:

"2. Article 6(3) of Directive 92/43 establishes a procedure intended to ensure, by
means of a preliminary examination, that a plan or project which is not directly
connected with or necessary to the management of the site concerned but likely to
have a significant effect on it is authorised only to the extent that it will not adversely
affect the integrity of that site, while Article 6(2) of that directive establishes an
obligation of general protection consisting in avoiding deterioration and disturbances
which could have significant effects in the light of the Directive’s objectives, and
cannot be applicable concomitantly with Article 6(3).

3(a) The first sentence of Article 6(3) of Directive 92/43 must be interpreted as
meaning that any plan or project not directly connected with or necessary to the
management of the site is to be subject to an appropriate assessment of its
implications for the site in view of the site‟s conservation objectives if it cannot be
excluded, on the basis of objective information, that it will have a significant effect on
that site, either individually or in combination with other plans or projects.
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3(b) Pursuant to the first sentence of Article 6(3) of Directive 92/43, where a plan
or project not directly connected with or necessary to the management of a site is
likely to undermine the site‟s conservation objectives, it must be considered likely to
have a significant effect on that site. The assessment of that risk must be made in the
light inter alia of the characteristics and specific environmental conditions of the site
concerned by such a plan or project.
4.
Under Article 6(3) of Directive 92/43, an appropriate assessment of the
implications for the site concerned of the plan or project implies that, prior to its
approval, all the aspects of the plan or project which can, by themselves or in
combination with other plans or projects, affect the site‟s conservation objectives must
be identified in the light of the best scientific knowledge in the field. The competent
national authorities, taking account of the appropriate assessment of the implications
of mechanical cockle fishing for the site concerned in the light of the site‟s
conservation objectives, are to authorise such an activity only if they have made
certain that it will not adversely affect the integrity of that site. That is the case where
no reasonable scientific doubt remains as to the absence of such effects.

We also add the following further quote from the Guidelines on Article 6(4) is included to
further elaborate the matter of the precautionary principle and the over-riding consideration
it brings to the interpretation and use of this Article:

The preliminary assessment of the impacts of a plan or project on the site, provided
for in Article 6(3), enables the competent national authorities to arrive at conclusions
regarding the consequences of the initiative envisaged in relation to the integrity of
the site concerned. If these conclusions are positive, in the sense that no reasonable
scientific doubt remains as to the absence of effects in the site, the competent
authorities can give their consent on the plan or project. In case of doubt, or negative
conclusions, the precautionary and preventive principles should be applied and
procedures under art. 6(4) followed. Furthermore, taking into account the
precautionary principle and applying a preventive approach might also lead to the
decision not to proceed with the plan or project.
To this effect, the Court has already held, in case C-127/02 Waddenvereniging and
Vogelbeschermingsvereniging3 and confirmed in C-6/04 Commission v United
Kingdom of Great Britain and Northern Ireland4, that Article 6(3) of the Habitats
Directive makes the requirement for an appropriate assessment of the implications of
a plan or project conditional upon there being a probability, or a risk, that it will have
a significant effect on the site concerned. In the light, in particular, of the
precautionary principle, such a risk is considered to exist if it cannot be excluded,
on the basis of objective information, that the plan or project will have a significant
effect on the site concerned.
The above mentioned approach is also reflected in the Judgement of the Court of 26
October 2006 in the case C-239/045 regarding the construction of a motorway in
Portugal, where it is mentioned that any reasonable scientific doubt as to the absence
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of adverse effects on the integrity of the site must be removed before the project is
authorised.
In particular, it must be documented that:
1 The alternative put forward for approval, is the least damaging for habitats,
for species and for the integrity of the Natura 2000 site, regardless of
economic considerations, and that no other feasible alternative, exists that
would not affect the integrity of the site.
2 There are imperative reasons of overriding public interest, including „those
of a social or economic nature‟.
Being an exception to Article 6(3), this provision can only be applied to circumstances
where all the conditions required by the Directive are fully satisfied. In this regard, it
falls on whoever wants to make use of this exception to prove, as a prerequisite, that
the aforementioned conditions do indeed exist in each particular case. “

Secondly, and further to the above extract from the Guidelines, we wish to argue as before
that considerations of alternatives have been inappropriately limited by the inclusion of the
landfall at Glengad – without any basis for same, and not to mention the issue of retention
and missing planning permission. Now we wish to further highlight the implications for same
in the context of the requirements for Article 6(4)
The Habitat's Directive is explicit in stating at the start of Article 6(4) :
“If, in spite of a negative assessment of the implications for the site and in the
absence of alternative solutions a plan or project must be carried out ...”
This obligates the Board to have exhausted alternatives – and as already argued –
consideration of alternatives has been constrained and limited. Therefore we contend – the
Board cannot proceed on this basis to grant permission.
We also reference the Commissions Guidelines to the Habitat's Directive Article 6(4) as per
the highlighted section above and also the following section below:
“In conformity with the principle of subsidiarity, it rests with the competent national
authorities to asses the relative impact of these alternatives solutions on the site
concerned. It should be stressed that the reference parameters for such comparisons
deal with aspects concerning the conservation and the maintenance of the integrity of
the site and of its ecological functions. In this phase, therefore, other assessment
criteria, such as economic criteria, cannot be seen as overruling ecological criteria.
It rests with the competent national authorities to assess alternative solutions.
This assessment should be made against the site's conservation objectives.”
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And in conclusion on this point – we once again highlight the absence of final agreed Site
Specific Conservation Objectives for the Natura 2000 sites of concern to this development
application.
Simply in response to any potential argument that Article 6(4) paragraph 1 pertains – we add
simply that given the issues with the current status of the Natura 2000 network within the
territory – it is quite simply impossible to provide evidence to the Commission that the
overall coherence of the Natura 2000 network would not be compromised.
Notwithstanding, and without predjudice to the above submission arguments - An Taisce
then would draw the Board's attention to the second paragraph of article 6(4) that
commences:
“Where the site concerned hosts a priority natural habitat type and/or a priority
species..”
Given the sites concerned contain priority habitats – An Taisce contends the provisions of the
second paragraph of article 6(4) has relevance as it should be noted that the directive does
not require that the impact be on the priority habitat or species itself – merely that the site
'hosts' one – in the case of this application we are concerned with priority habitats.
Therefore – should the Board wish to approve this application under the provisions of Article
6(4) – the following is stipulated by the directive and having exhausted alternatives which
were assessed against the sites conservation objectives :
the only considerations which may be raised are those
relating to human health or public safety,
to beneficial consequences of primary importance for the environment or,
further to an opinion from the Commission, to other imperative reasons of
overriding public interest.”
Given the application is most certainly not credibly predicated on human health public safety
or environmental grounds – the Board would have to refer this to the Commission arguing
'other imperative reasons of overriding public interest' – which we contend have not and
indeed cannot be substantiated for this application.
However, this is also where An Taisce contends Article 7 of the Habitat's Directive and Article
4(4) of the Birds Directive infact comes into to play given the impact on the
Blacksod/Broadhaven Bay pSPA.
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iv.
Implications of Article 7 of the Habitat's Directive and Article 4(4) of the Birds
Directive.
As a preface to our argument here we note:


The legal mechanism Ireland has adopted for fulfilling the requirements of the Birds
Directive with reference to SPAs has been by way of statutory instrument pursuant to
s3 of the European Communities Act 1972



Ireland has yet to complete the step of classifying the Blacksod/Broadhaven Bay
pSPA, that is Ireland has yet to sign into law the necessary statutory instrument.



Although the area in question is not yet classified as an SPA, the lack of designation
does not imply that a Member State can escape its obligations. The area is protected
as if it were designated. C355/90, Commission v Spain – Santona Marsh case.

In brief the question then arises, under what legal regime is the proposed SPA protected.
The case law of the ECJ has determined that the proposed SPA is protected by the Birds
Directive, without the later amendment inserted by the Habitat Directive – in other words
our argument here is that given the development site includes part of the
Blacksod/Broadhaven Bay pSPA that the much more restrictive conditions pertain than those
detailed above in Habitat's Article 6(4) – and that over-riding public interest is not sufficient.
Simply it is An Taisce's submission that the project cannot legally be approved by the Board
given the stricter requirements of the Birds Directive which pertain and the precautionary
principle.
The authority for the point, that only sites already classified under the Birds Directive are
amended by Art. 7 of the Habitats Directive, is Commission v France Case 374/98 BassesCorbieres – it is worth noting that the same case constinues on to outline why no benefit
should acrue to a state consequent on its default on its obligations – and we highlight this
point in relation to any delays which might occur in processing intended actions by the state
including those in relation to this site consequent on ECJ judgements requiring boundary realignment, and indeed proposals indicated by the NPWS to exclude part of the site which is
covered by the existing SPA site designation and which have not been agreed by the
Commission. It is our contention therefore the salt marsh at Leenamore for example is
protected as an SPA, and is also afforded greater protection under the Bird's Directive as a
pSPA than that of the Habitat's Directive.
And so to Article 7 of the Habitat's Directive which states:
Article 7
Obligations arising under Article 6 (2), (3) and (4) of this Directive shall
replace any obligations arising under the first sentence of Article 4 (4)
of Directive 79/409/EEC in respect of areas classified pursuant to
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Article 4 (1) or similarly recognized under Article 4 (2) thereof, as
from the date of implementation of this Directive or the date of classification
or recognition by a Member State under Directive 79/409/EEC,
where the latter date is later.

Put simply the implications of this are that:


Given the boundaries of the Blacksod/Broadhaven SPA are being re-drawn, it
is now an SPA, and a propsed SPA,



The practical consequences of this is, that the test of whether or not the
proposed development is significant is not whether it causes “significant
adverse effects” as laid down in the Habitats directive but rather the much
more restrictive test laid down in the Birds Directive, and also the exceptions
permitted under the Habitat's Directive are not permitted under the Bird's
Directive.



that the obligations of the Habitat's regulations article 6(4) only pertain to an
SPA once the site has been finally classified and designated – and



in the interim – the requirements of article 4(4) of the Birds directive pertain
– which are as follows:
Article 4
4.
In respect of the protection areas referred to in paragraphs 1 and 2, Member
States shall take appropriate steps to avoid pollution or deterioration of habitats or any
disturbances affecting the birds, in so far as these would be significant having regard to
the objectives of this Article. Outside these protection areas, Member States shall also
strive to avoid pollution or deterioration of habitats.

The implications of this is that Ireland is legally bound to: 'take appropriate steps to avoid
pollution or deterioration of habitats or any disturbances affecting the birds, in so far as these
would be significant having regard to the objectives of this Article' - where the objectives of

the said Article are as follows:
Article 4
1. The species mentioned in Annex I shall be the subject of special conservation measures
concerning their habitat in order to ensure their survival and reproduction in their area of
distribution.
In this connection, account shall be taken of:
(a) species in danger of extinction;
(b) species vulnerable to specific changes in their habitat;
(c) species considered rare because of small populations or restricted local
distribution;
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(d) other species requiring particular attention for reasons of the specific nature
of their habitat.
Trends and variations in population levels shall be taken into account as a
background for evaluations.
Member States shall classify in particular the most suitable territories in number
and size as special protection areas for the conservation of these species in the
geographical sea and land area where this Directive applies.
2. Member States shall take similar measures for regularly occurring migratory
species not listed in Annex I, bearing in mind their need for protection in the
geographical sea and land area where this Directive applies, as regards their
breeding, moulting and wintering areas and staging posts along their migration
routes. To this end, Member States shall pay particular attention to the protection
of wetlands and particularly to wetlands of international importance.

So put simply – while the provisions of article 6 of the Habitat's Directive as argued earlier
pertains we believe to the Natura 2000 designated SPA's and cSAC's – the provisions of
article 4(4) of the Birds directive pertain to the Blacksod/Broadhaven Bay pSPA as its
designation has been re-opened. We contend the entirety of the site existing SPA and
proposed pSPA is protected pending final agreement from the commission on the
designation and boundary – but regardless given the actual area in question extending the
pSPA – the provisions of the pSPA argument applies firmly in this case.
Therefore in conclusion on this point – it quite simply is not legally permissiable for the Board
to grant permission for a development which could cause pollution or deterioration of
habitats or any disturbances affecting the birds – and noting the specific considerations of
article 4(1) for annex 1 bird species and article 4(2) for migratory birds . The obligation is 'to
avoid' these negative factors – we submit approving this application precludes the State's
legally stipulated requirement 'to avoid'.
We are indebted to Ms Neff for her studies which demonstrate decreasing numbers of
species which further highlight the essential need not to cause any direct or indirect or
indeed risk of deterioration of the site or the species thereon – lest the State be liable for
breach under Art 4(1), 4(2) and Article 4(4) of the Birds directive. We further contend and
will argue further later – that simply on the basis of the potential requirement of an
intervention pit, the light pollution, and overall construction and associated peripheral effort
– that there development 'could cause' pollution or deterioration of habitats and disturbance
affecting the birds' - and highlight that the directive specifically states the obligation at a
very high threshold as it is 'to avoid' ie “to avoid pollution or deterioration of habitats or any disturbances affecting the birds, in so far as
these would be significant having regard to the objectives of this Article”

Additionally – we submit the provisions of the precautionary principle and the Waddenzee
(scientific certainty) judgement pertain, as already referenced.
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Therefore in conclusion on this point – An Taisce submits the Board cannot grant permission
legally where to do so would be contrary to the requirements of the directive which require
the state “to avoid pollution or deterioration of habitats or any disturbances affecting the birds” both
annex 1 and migratory bird species of the site or in summary: the competent authority, ABP,
when considering whether the proposed development would cause significant pollution,
deterioration of habitat, or disturbance of birds - has to consider the matter within the
context that the Birds Directive aims to ensure the survival/reproduction of Annex 1
birds,Art.4.1; the area in question is a wetlands of international importance, Art 4.2; the
entire intended pSPA and other SPAs should form a coherent whole, Art.4.3 .
Even if this argument is not accepted that the development will not negatively impact the
objectives of the article when considering the application for planning permission in the light
of the objectives of the Birds Directive, ABP is confined by the ECJ to very specific grounds.
The following comments also address the matter of the proposed reduction of the site at
Leenamore.
The grounds upon which a Member State may reduce the area of an SPA are clearly stated in
the judgement of the ECJ in Commission v Germany, Case 57/89, 1991 ECR 1-883 (Leybucht
Dykes Case) @ point 22. These are grounds that correspond to “a general interest which is
superior to the general interest represented by the ecological objective of the directive –
economic and recreational requirements do not enter into consideration”. Only grounds
meeting this test can be considered by ABP in considering this application for planning
permission in the light of the objectives of the Birds Directive.

This critical point is again determined by the ECJ in ,C355/90, Commission v Spain – Santona
Marshes,@ 17 and 18. The Spanish government argued that the ecological requirement laid
down in Article 4 must be subordinate to other interests, such as social and economic
interests, or must at the very least be balanced against them. However the European Court
of Justice disagreed and held that :

“In implementing the Directive, Member States are not authorised to invoke, at their
option, grounds of derogation based on taking other interests into account. With
respect, more specifically, to the obligation to take special conservation measures
for certain species under Article 4, such grounds must, in order to be acceptable,
correspond to a general interest which is superior to the general interest
represented by the ecological objective of the Directive. In particular, the interests
referred to in Art 2, namely economic and recreational requirements, do not enter
into consideration”.
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The certain species of Article 4 – include Annex I and migratory bird species – both of which
pertain at this site.

The logic of the Santona Marsh judgement is that Ireland (or its emanation An Bord
Pleanála,ABP) cannot both propose to classify an area as an SPA and reduce that same area
by granting the planning permission sought by the applicant on any ground other than a
general interest superior to the ecological objectives of the directive and in considering the
said planning application, ABP cannot take economic requirements into account.

Again, in the Commission v UK, Case 44/95 – Lappel Bank case - the ECJ pointed out that
although the Habitat Directive allowed a Member State to adopt a plan adversely affecting
an SPA for imperative reasons of overriding public interest, in classifying an SPA - economic
requirements cannot enter into considerations. Therefore the Irish government, and its
emanation ABP, may not permit, for economic reasons, the area waiting to be classified as
an SPA to be encroached upon.
The onus therefore falls on the applicant seeking planning permission for the proposed
development to present sufficient data to the competent authority, ABP, to allow an
evidence based decision be made that the proposed development represents a general
interest superior to the interest represented by the ecological objective of the Birds Directive
read in the light of Article 4 of that directive with its emphasis on the survival of the Annex 1
birds in question; the need to pay particular attention to the protection of wetlands; and on
the SPAs being set up as a coherent whole.

The Leybucht Dyke case, referenced above, is an example where a development was
authorised on the grounds that it represented a general interest superior to the ecological
interest of the directive. In that case, the dyke was to be replaced by another dyke with a
view to protecting a fishing village. This was approved only as long as the measures taken
were confined to a strict minimum and involved only the smallest possible reduction of the
SPA and included an offsetting ecological benefit in the form of additional salt meadows of
considerable ecological importance. Applying this precedent to the current application, Shell
E & P Ireland Ltd has to present a similar type case to ABP before it can legally be granted
permission.

Furthermore the applicant for planning permission must make this case without reliance on
economic or recreational requirements. Any principle or rule of Irish law, including planning
law, which requires that consideration be given to the economic case presented by Shell E &
P Ireland Ltd is in direct conflict with European law and must be disapplied.
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Given this exclusion of a justification on economic grounds it is submitted that the applicant’s
entire case is tainted - as in the words of section 3 of the Non-technical summary of the EIS
entitled the need for the project the justification for the project is provided in economic
terms only: Note : Before quoting this An Taisce would like to add the note that in the final
section of our submission we raise issue with the view and argument presented on any
consequential economic benefit conseuqent on alleged security of supply arising from the
Corrib Gas Field initiative. But so to the quote from the EIS on the 'justification' for the
project:
“3 NEED FOR THE PROJECT
Gas consumption in Ireland has continued to increase (currently at a rate of
approximately 5% per year). Consequently, Ireland has required additional imports of
gas from abroad since the mid 1990’s in order to meet demand. This, combined with
Ireland’s peripheral location in Europe and its small market scale, leaves the country
vulnerable to supply disruption and imported price volatility. Furthermore, the UK,
from where Ireland imports over 90% of its gas, has itself become a net importer of
gas from Norway, central Europe and further afield. Ireland is therefore largely
dependent on a gas supply from a country, which is itself a net importer of gas.
The Irish Government has three key priorities in relation to energy policy; security of
supply, sustainability of supply and competitiveness of supply. This is outlined in the
recently published Energy Policy Framework 2007-2020. With imported energy
required to meet over 90% of Irish energy needs, security of supply is seen as
being crucial for the development of the economy and society as a whole. It
requires that Ireland has reliable access to oil and gas supplies and the infrastructure
in place to import, distribute and store both oil and gas.
At its peak output, the Corrib Gas Field will meet up to 60% of Ireland’s gas needs,
thus reducing Ireland’s dependence on imported gas. Consequently, this project is of
national strategic importance as Corrib gas will be a reliable and secure indigenous
source of clean energy for the Irish economy.
Figure 5a (prepared by Goodbody Economic Consultants in 2007), forecasted gas
demand in Irelandfor the period up to 2015. This graph was prepared on the basis of
energy demand figures produced by the Economic Social & Research Institute
(ESRI). It is clear that the Kinsale Head Gas Field will contribute ever less to meeting
projected gas demand in Ireland in the near future. Figure 5b also shows clearly that
the Corrib Gas Field will make a major contribution to meeting projected national gas
demand when it comes on stream2.
In addition, the development of the Corrib Field is likely to have significant regional
and local benefits to Co. Mayo. The Corrib project has already stimulated expansion
of the onshore transmission system in the west and northwest of Ireland. Bord Gais
Eireann (BGE) has extended the gas transmission network from Galway to the
Bellanaboy Bridge Gas Terminal and is extending the network under the Gas West
Project. Gas connections to towns in Mayo and North Galway completed include
Ballina, Ballinrobe, Castelbar, Claremorris, Crossmolina, Craughwell, Headford, Gort,
Loughrea and Westport. The remaining towns scheduled for completion in 2010 are
Ballyhaunis and Knock in Co. Mayo and Athenry and Tuam in Co. Galway.‖
Revised EIS Non-technical summary – emphasis added
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So in summary conclusion on this section An Taisce submits it is not possible for the Board to
grant permission:


Given the provisions of Articles 6(3) and 6(4) of the Habitats' Directive and Article 4
of the Birds Directive.



Given negative impacts and uncertainty triggering article 6(4), the absence of clarity
on the meaning of site integrity, site specific conservation objectives, and
insufficiency of alternatives examined.



Given that the sites host priority species and habitats a reference to the Commission
is required and overriding public interest must be argued



Given that the provisions of the Birds Directive pertain and economic arguments are
not relevant in arguing over-riding public interest in this context – and this is the
basis on which the development has been advanced.

To grant permission in this context will be contrary to the requirements of the Habitat's and
Birds directives for the relevant Natura 2000 sites as appropriate given their status of
designation.
Given the extent of final warnings already issued by Europe pertaining to breaches by Ireland
– any such decision would occassion the precipitation of severe financial penality into the
tens of millions – which in the current economic climate – no agency or body or department
or Government would wish to be responsible for.
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Part B.
The remainder of our submission addresses supporting points to highlight further issues with
the information presented to the Board to support its Environmental Impact Assessmentand which taken together with the submission points made on the legal requirements of the
relevant directives – we submit will serve to assist the Board in determining to refuse this
application.
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B1 The lack of an Emergency Response Plan , Status of Safety Permit and All-Ireland Market
considerations:
As An Taisce understands it – no Emergency Response Plan has been documented for the
consideration of the Board. Bearing in mind the responses derived from the applicant
following Mr Sweetman's line of questioning that this application would constitute a SEVESO
site in the UK – not to mention a basic common sense view on the practicalities and risks of
running a gas pipeline running through a bog – through roads, by schools and homes all
surrounded by bog – it is a perfectly reasonable requirement that the proposal should be
accompanied by a specified and actionable Emergency Response Plan, ERP. Considering the
fact that the Government claims this project is being carried out to the highest
environmental standards, we find it of concern, that the United Kingdom includes pipelines
of this specification as a major accident hazard of the SEVESO directives, but Ireland excludes
it. Has the directive been correctly transposed in Ireland?
Fr Nallan kindly provided to the hearing a most valuable contribution to his group's
submission from retired army commandant regarding the lack of an ERP and the
requirements for same – this included comprehensive considerations for medi-vac
procedures, task force mobilisation, evacuation, fire-service infrastructure specification etc
etc.
Under the EIA directive the Board is obligated to consider the direct and indirect impacts of
the development – and such requirements as an ERP for an development of this nature are
arguably direct consequences of the proposal – or at the very outside indirect consequences.
The questions must therefore also be asked – particularly in the current climate – where will
the funding for such emergency support procedures and infrastructure come? The
Government is closing hospital facilities due to lack of funding and consolidation initiatives,
and cutting back on public services. It must be not only asked, but also answered, is this
consistent or conducive with the requirements of this development and the provision of the
requisite level of emergency response in the event of a catastrophic event.
An Taisce is concerned that we must avoid a situation where the pipeline would be built with
the associated pressuring for commission and operation thereof – and with no hope of an
emergency infrastructure being provided. i.e we must avoid another National Conference
Centre where a conditioned requirement for the development of a complimentary sewage
treatment plant isn't even off the plans - but meanwhile the conference centre has opened
its doors and its tills but its toilets flush into Dublin Bay's cSAC and SPA and on to its blue flag
beaches.
In the context of our earlier argumentation on the Article 6 – we contend the lack of a
documented and actionable ERP – appropriate to the scale of incident which could occur also
presents a significant risk to the Natura 2000 sites through which the pipeline runs, and
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indeed to species protected under the Habitat's Directive annex II and IV which are protected
within their natural range and whose habitat this pipeline runs through. Under the
precautionary principle – this presents a very real risk and we submit is sufficient alone to
invoke the provisions of Article 6(4) of the Habitat's Directive – without predjudice to our
other argumentation on Article 6 . Having no plan in place to provide capacity to stop the
spread of wildfires across the bogs of the cSAC's in the event of an explosion – is most
certainly creating and not managing a risk.
Furthermore – the state can hardly be considered to be taking
“appropriate steps to avoid pollution or deterioration of habitats or any disturbances affecting the
birds”

in the absence of an Emergency Response Plan – as is required by the above extract from
Article 4(4) of the Birds Directive.
An Taisce submit it is unacceptable that provisions and delivery plans for an Emergency
Response Plan,ERP are not before the Board. We submit the application should be refused
on the above grounds, and request the Board to address this in its report.
In this regard we also raise the matter of the Commission for Energy Regulation, CER safety
permit. As we understand it the CER has a role to play in the commissioning of the pipeline
and a safety certificate is required. However such provisions have not yet been established by
the CER. Shell E & P Ireland Ltd is unfortunate to be a 'first child' in our new energy economy
– however we can not afford to let it run before we can walk at the expense not only of our
citizens and our environment, but our international reputation. We therefore submit until
the nature of the safety permit and the potential consequences it might have on the design
and operational specifications of the pipeline can be ascertained – this application is
premature, and permission should be refused.
We offer the same comment in relation to the prematurity of the application in relation to a
further matter raised in Inspector Nolan's own questions on the matter of standards for an
All-Ireland energy market. As we understand it these are in early stages of development.
Given the purported importance of the Corrib Gas Pipeline infrastructure for Ireland's energy
infrastructure and energy security – it surely makes sense to ensure this is compatable with
the standards we wish to adopt. This is too important a matter to put the cart before the
horse. We have seen where such an approach has got us to thus far. On this basis we
contend it would be premature to grant permission.
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B2. Intervention Pit
In considering the Intervention Pit we wish to make a number of specific points.
The first is quite simply that while the applicant has stated they believe there is a very low
risk of having to employ this technology. However the irrefutable reality is - an intervention
pit is the fall back position if the progress of tunneling is compromised - as we understand it
the scenario envisaged is that an intervention pit would be required if a boulder/rock which
cannot be cut through or moved aside consequent on the nature of materials it is embedded
in ( as it will simply rotate ). Given the nature of the underlying geology such a scenario
cannot be ruled out 100% categorically – therefore a residual risk remains. An Taisce also has
concerns about the potential for major machinery failure or indeed a catastrophic tunnel
collapse during construction – and how an intervention pit might be considered in those
circumstances.
We will return to these later in the context of the risk management principle of ALARP ( As
low as reasonably practical ). At this juncture An Taisce simply wish to highlight that there is
an element of uncertainty and risk associated with the tunnelling under Sruwaddacon Bay –
not limited to the potential to have to resort to an intervention pit. We note the
representative from the Dept of Marine – Dr Kiever ( name to be confirmed/clarified )
indicated unquivocally in response to questions that trenching was not an option in the Bay. given the negative impacts to species such as salmonids for which the site is designated,
siltation etc.
The reality is there is no detail or plan or limitation to the intervention pit proposals within
the EIS.
The manner in which it will be undertaken is proposed to be subject to agreement with the
NPWS, and we refer to the DOEHLG's own submissions in this regard. However the proposed
conditions from the NPWS are infact illegal post-consent conditions – and run contrary to the
requirements of the Lough Rynn ECJ ruling C183/05 with regard to post-consent
considerations. This is a case matter we will expand on further later. However in brief it is not
legal to defer the specification of conditions which are intended to address environmental
consequences or impacts. Such would also run contrary to the memo DOEHLG NPWS 01/07
circulated by the DOEHLG – indicating it is not legal to complete an inadequate EIS by
conditions.
NPWS 01/07
Restriction on use of compliance conditions
Accordingly, under no circumstances should planning authorities use compliance
conditions to:
Complete an inadequate EIS,
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Ensure the adequacy of information supplied by a developer in an application
for development having a potential impact on a site of international
importance for nature conservation, i.e., SAC or SPA, or
In either of the above cases to request the development of appropriate
mitigation measures.”
In this context, given the deficit on information available on the intervention pit option –
limitations proposed thereto, in terms of number, intervals, seasonal /tidal conditions etc,
triggering factors and associated thresholds for initiating an intervention, together with
avoidance or escalation controls , mitigations for trenching,transportation implications,
access and egress to the Bay, waste management, oversight proposals etc etc - we submit
the condition of 'uncertainty' as to the impacts of the development therefore arises and the
associated precautionary principle are invoked.
As we have outlined earlier doubt alone is sufficient condition to constitute a 'negative
assessment' thereby invoking article 6(4) in the context of the Broadhaven Bay cSAC and the
Glenamoy cSAC, and as we understand it and have argued given the requirements of Art 4(4)
of the Birds Directive for the Broadhaven pSPA – and we simply offer this example as further
substantiation of that line of argument that the development cannot be granted permission.
To futher substantiate the concerns associated with this argument we wish to highlight the
comment made in the Advantica final report 17 Jan 2006 regarding the tunelling option:
“INDEPENDENT SAFETY REVIEW OF THE ONSHORE SECTION OF THE PROPOSED
CORRIB GAS PIPELINE
Practical alternative routes were limited, and only one appears to offer the possibility
of increasing significantly the minimum proximity distances to housing, which would
be a pipeline laid through Sruwaddacon Bay, landing at a point as close as possible to
the terminal. This option would have presented a number of engineering challenges
(albeit not insurmountable), but the main reasons for eliminating this option were
serious concerns over the possible environmental impact, and in our opinion the
possibility of adopting this alternative route should only be reconsidered if it proves
impractical to limit the pressure in the onshore pipeline as recommended in this
report. ― ( emphasis added )
In this context we would remind the Board – of the constraint it has participated on in
relation to the consideration of alternatives given the start point at Glengad, and indeed the
endpoint at the Bellanaboy terminal.
Additionally further to the concerns indicated earlier with regard to the uncertainty the
comments of the applicant in relation to a route C under Sruwaddacon Bay in the original EIS
submitted in 2009 for the onshore pipeline:
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Corrib Onshore Pipeline Environmental Impact Statement 2009
3.4 ALTERNATIVE PIPELINE ROUTE CORRIDORS
3.4.1.5 Detailed Corridor Development including Identification of Variations

"....These assessments indicated that open cut construction methods for
longer crossings of the bay would result in greater environmental and
technical risks. It also concluded that trenchless construction methods for
bay crossings greater than one kilometre would be more difficult to achieve
without frequent surface intervention and conventional construction using
open cut methods would probably take more than one season to complete.
Consequently, Corridor C1 emerged as variation to Corridor C with a shorter
crossing of Sruwaddacon Bay (see Figure 3.2b)."
( Note - emphasis added )
It is far from clear what has changed since Shell E & P Ireland Ltd presented this view that
tunnelling wasn't a viable option – other than that the Board directed them to consider it
further in the Board's letter of 2nd Nov 2009, and indicated the Board was minded to approve
the proposal subject to the route being so alterered.
If the applicant contends they are now furnished with geological data which has altered their
view of the potential need for intervention pits – it should be noted we hold that this
information is inadmissable as it has not been secured under a legal licence, and indeed is
late in terms of the agreed dates for resubmission.
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B3. ALARP or 'ALA Shell E & P Ireland Ltd's RP'?
There is however a further very critical point which An Taisce wish to raise in relation to the
quote above referenced from the 2009 EIS in relation to a rejection of tunnelling under the
Bay – repeated here for convenience:
Corrib Onshore Pipeline Environmental Impact Statement 2009
3.4 ALTERNATIVE PIPELINE ROUTE CORRIDORS
3.4.1.5

Detailed Corridor Development including Identification of Variations

"....These assessments indicated that open cut construction methods for longer
crossings of the bay would result in greater environmental and technical risks. It also
concluded that trenchless construction methods for bay crossings greater than one
kilometre would be more difficult to achieve without frequent surface intervention
and conventional construction using open cut methods would probably take more
than one season to complete. Consequently, Corridor C1 emerged as variation to
Corridor C with a shorter crossing of Sruwaddacon Bay (see Figure 3.2b)."
This statement goes right to the heart of a concern raised in An Taisce's questioning of the
Applicant on Thu Sep 9th 2010 last. An Taisce submits that there is here a clear indication that
what the Board considers reasonable to undertake to offset risks to the community – is not
the same as what Shell E & P Ireland Ltd considers reasonable.
This is a critical point. In An Taisce's questioning of the applicant we questioned the applicant
on the matter of the risk management and mitigation concept 'ALARP ' – ( As Low As
Reasonably Practical).The applicant when finally by virtue of prompting as to what criteria
they had considered in determining whether the benefit matched/outweighed the perceived
risk – confirmed they had included such considerations as cost, time, effort, technical
complexity. However they also confirmed they had not applied any numerical values to these
factors. Therefore in determining what is a reasonable level of effort, or cost or time in the
context of a particular risk impact – the view presented is both subjective and nontransparent to the public and to Board.
In the context of the welcome focus the Board has brought to the whole consideration of risk
– we feel that such a deficiency renders much of the analysis on figures and models
presented meaningless. How can the Board confidently say that as risk has been managed in
line with ALARP principles – as it specifically required in its letter of Nov 2nd 2009, when it has
not been presented with a view of what is considered to be 'practical' in what context of risk.
We hold this to a wholly unacceptable deficiency.
In the quote above from the 2009 EIS we see evidence of Shell E & P Ireland Ltd's differing
view to the Board of what is worth pushing the envelope on to remove the proximity of the
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pipeline to the community – as the Board required a further remove of the pipeline in its
letter of Nov 2nd 2009. Also original operating pressures proposed by Shell have since also
been reduced – which as Mr Costello clarified – the pressures have a bearing on the overal
functioning of the installation. Clearly Shell originally preferred a higher operating pressure
notwithstanding the asssociated concerns and risks so apparent to Advantica and the Board
thereof.
Ms Hurst, for the applicant indicated the need to determine if the effort in managing
something is grossly disproportionate to the beneficial consequences of managing the risk.
The reality is we have no data on which to evaluate what Shell E & P Ireland Ltd considers
to be 'grossly disproportionate effort in the context of varying levels of risk. The Board
must also be cognisant of the evidence of Shell E & P Ireland Ltd's approach to environmental
risk and legal compliance vs project/applicant benefit - given the approach Shell E & P Ireland
Ltd undertook to development at Glengad – a development for which no impact assessment
was performed and no appropriate consent received. In this context an issue raised by Ms
Máire Harrington has particular resonance and relevance – namely the matter of the cost of
shutting down the LVI. The principles and practices which will govern that decision in a
sufficiently timely way so as to manage the risk effectively for the community and the
environment as the priority require specific transparency and oversight by the Board.
Without greater transparency on the exact values applied in determining what mitigation is
or is not considered reasonable – all Ms Hursts graphs are meaningless – albeit colourful. (No
personal slight intended.) It must be remembered – and we point to the Board's own focus
on same – the issue is not only regarding potential environmental risk - but human life may
be at stake here. Lack of transparency on risk is therefore not acceptable. We submit this lack
of transparency and accountability in the decision making process of risk mitigation stratey is
a wholly unacceptable deficiency. We submit it is not in conformity with the principle of the
Board's requirements in its letter of Nov 2nd 2009, and not consistent with the requirements
of the EIA directive.
We submit in the absence of such information on which the ALARP factors and thresholds
for decision are based – it is not possible for the Board to evidence a determination or
prove a determination that this development is consistent with the proper planning and
sustainable development of the area – the application should therefore be refused.
Finally on this point and without predjudice to the above – the consequential uncertainty
given the deficit in information on ALARP is as submitted earlier also sufficient to trigger Art
6(4) of the Habitats Directive and must also be considered under article 4(4) of the Birds
Directive.
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B4. Deficiencies in Scenarios Modeled
In the Board's welcome examination of risk much emphasis was placed on the evaluation of a
scenario of an individual's exposure to irradiated heat – in terms of dosages and also the
assumptions regarding the time they would have to seek cover in an adjacent building.
An Taisce do not recollect any specific radiums of heat being specified – but the maximum
distance a person could be from a building was indicated to be some 17 meters.
Given that much of the onshore pipeline runs in areas where there are no adjacent buildings
but where people still might be – An Taisce questioned the applicant as to what modeling
had been undertaken to determine the duration of exposure required to sustain a fatal dose
– modelled across the entire length of the pipeline – and what assumptions and conditions
were employed in the model to incorporate variable factors such as distance from the
pipeline, age group of the person exposed ( child, adult, elderly etc ) , availability or nonavailability of adjacent buildings. It was indicated no such modelling had been undertaken.
An Taisce therefore submits we have no clear view of the impact of irradiated heat across
significant portions of the pipeline where no buildings occur – but people may frequent
either as locals or visitors traversing the area. We consider this ommission to be
extraordinary.
The above is submitted notwithstanding recent events in San Francisco – where as we
understand buildings were not considered to be an appropriate safety resort.
We submit once again our view that there are serious deficiencies in the information
supplied to the Board on which it can base its assessment and on which it could substantiate
a decision that this application is consistent with the proper planning and sustainable
development of the area.
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B5 Waste
Very briefly we wish to address some additional concerns in relation to waste proposals
within the EIS. In relation to the tunnelling arisings – as An Taisce understands it no specific
volumes have been calculated/submitted and no specific proposals are defined to
demonstrate that 100% of the waste has been catered for – as is required by the EIA
directive.
We note the applicant indicates an aspiration to use some of the tunneling arisings in the
trenches for the pipeline – but no clear indication of volumes to be used or which will require
further disposal or re-use proposals are indicated.
Given the potential salinity of the materials – their suitability in a trench in an acidic bog
environment is a concern which we do not see has been addressed either to dispell such
concerns or mitigate against. But given the potential for corrosive agents to occur
consequent on the nature of the tunnel arisings and the acidity of the bog – this is a matter
to be clarified. The impact of such findings have on the nature and volume of material which
can or cannot be employed in the trenches then needs to be addressed in a waste plan –
which cannot be conditioned by the Board in its decision – as the environmental
consequences of it are unknown. This is an EIA matter which needs to addressed as such.
Additionally the use of Bentonite in the tunnelling process will serve to contaminate the
tunnel arisings. It is not clear from the EIS what techniques would be employed and the
impact of same to remove traces of bentonite and to what level before it would be used in
open trenches for example across the Leenamore River inlet – as is proposed in the EIS.
Given the Broadhaven Bay cSAC is designated for Salmon – the potential risk to salmon and
indeed other species such as white clayed crayfish, lamprey and shad, and birds and other
protected species feeding in the river area or further up the associated foodchain - does not
appear to have been considered.
If such re-use of tunnel arising is to be considered the Board must satisfy itself that no risk is
presented either through the direct introduction of the tunneling arisings, or indeed through
any run-off from any washing process which is to be undertaken locally to wash Bentonite
residues from the arisings for re-use or for clensing puroposes. Additionally – the volume of
materials likely to be used versus those who will need to be disposed of and the
consequential traffic and clensing and disposal impacts of same need to be addressed.
We submit once again these are not matters which can be conditioned – as to do so would
be to complete an inadequate EIS by condition – and would be to precipitate illegal postconsent environmental management and survey requirements contrary to the Lough Rynn
ECJ. Furthermore and without predjudice to the above – as presented currently – this
approach presents at best 'uncertainty' and at worst a 'risk' to groundwater potentially and
to the Natura 2000 sites, a – thus invoking art 6(4) of the Habitats directive and requires
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consideration of the implications under article 4(4) of the Birds Directive. This example is
presented as further substantiation to the arguments already presented on these matters.
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B6. The proposed trench and stone road, certain outstanding elements of the EIS,
and project splitting
An Taisce would like to offer a few brief comments in relation to these matters.
We note the EIS states in Section 5.4.5.1 on page 5-9 - that the purpose of the stone road is
three-fold:


“ the stone road provides a stable running track



it reduces the area affected by construction



it provides long term stability and protection for the pipeline”

We also note that in traversing the 190m of bog south of Sruwaddacon Bay – which the
applicant has denoted as N17 in figure 12.2.c, the trench is proposed to be reduced in width
to 9 metres – while it is 12m wide for the rest of the pipeline. If 9 metres is sufficient in this
area – why is 12 metres required elsewhere? We question as to whether the client is overspecifying the pipe and the consequential impacts of the pipe at 12 metres cannot therefore
be justified – or are they under specifying them at 9 metres wide?
Further to this we also note that while verticle dimensions are specified for the situation of
the pipeline within the trench i.e the extent of cover above and below the pipeline is
specified. However no horizontal dimensions for the situation of the pipe within the trench
are specified. Infact in the diagrams the pipe in fig 5.4 of the EIS included here for the
convenience of the Board - the pipe is tucked neatly to one side of the trench leaving a
signiciant portion of the trench vacant.
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In the event of a land or bog-slide it would seem reasonable to assume the pipe is best
isolated if situated in the middle of the tunnel and indeed that would also serve to maximise
its remove from the pressure of tracked vehicles above. We contend such specification
should be addressed by the Board as a specific condition. If it is the applicants intent to allow
for the installation of a further pipe in the trench we contend the trench is overspecified and
the environmental impact has not been justified in the context of this application.
Given the reluctance of the Board's inspector to allow An Taisce question the applicant as to
the percentage of operational capacity of the Terminal that will be employed vis-a-vis the
capacity of gas delivered to it at the MAOP – ( ie how much more Gas will the terminal
require to operate efficiently or to its maximum operating capacity ) - the issue still remains
of concern that a direct impact of the development proposed here in this application will in
the future given rise to a further pipeline potentially even in the same trench. This addresses
for the applicant the issue of MAOP but it remains to be seen what the consequential impact
on risk would be. We contend this is a reasonable consideration which we request the Board
to address fully in its report given the following summary considerations:


This project is predicated on the concept of energy security for the state – albeit An
Taisce strongly contests the basis for this proposition.



Any potential issue with the ongoing viability of the Terminal in terms of production
or employment is likely to precipitate pressure to render it more efficient



The fact that while this developement which acknowledges itself to be part of one
initiative – the Corrib Gas Pipeline development – the pipeline development has
been split into several different applications – which An Taisce would contend is
contrary to EU law



The lack of transparency regarding the percentage operating capacity of the terminal
employed or indeed available vis-z-vis the gas supplied to it at MAOP by this current
pipeline proposal.



The variation in trench specification and absence of horizontal alignment parameters
for the pipeline within the trench.



Further to critical and highly relevant matters raised by Mr Paul Lynch on behalf of
Rossport Solidarity Camp in the evening of Thursday Sep 16th regarding the
implications of the reducing pressure of gas from the pipeline overtime ( e.g as we
understand it at year 8 the pressure in the field drops drops below 100 bar), - the
implications for the sustainability of the dependent gas terminal operations which
only becomes operational as a direct impact and consequence of this application
being granted permission – need to be taken into account.



Given the applicant's acknowledgement of the requirement for a certain level of
pressure – which we understand to be 100 bar – the matter of the impact of the
certain fall-off in pressure on the terminal must be considered as a direct and
indirect consequence of this application under the EIA directive. The applicant
indicated in response to Mr Lynch's questions that modifications will be required to
the terminal to cope with the fall-off in pressure. However if the applicant is aware of
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this – why have such modifications not been included in this EIS? An Taisce contends
the EIS is therefore incomplete, and permission cannot be granted.


If alternatively the applicant has not included such modifications as Shell intend or
expect to supplement the supply, but how so. Given the restriction on MAOP – the
matter of their proposed intentions to further occupy the trench with another gas
pipeline comes full and centre stage, and the specification of the trench as stated
and justified becomes questionable. The width and horizontal dimensions of the
tunnel and trench have not adequately justified we contend.



An Taisce contends the only realistic way to resolve this is for the Board to condition
the specification for siting of the pipe in the trench along the horizontal axis in the
trench, and also that the trench only accomodate the one gas pipeline, and that no
further application can be made to accomodate a further gas pipeline in this trench.
The applicant is not likely to object to such conditions unless to act contrary to them
conditions is their intent – and if so then the impact of the trench as specified for this
application cannot be justified and permission must be refused.

Before we conclude on this point – we also highlight a further matter of direct and indirect
impact which has not been specified in the EIS which is the additional road modifications
required which are clearly acknowledged in section 7.6.2.1:
“ SEPIL in conjunction with Mayo County Council intend to undertake further works
on the sections of the L1202,”
The matter of dealing with tunnel arisings is also another area where the treatment we
contend is significantly incomplete in the EIS.
Additionally the matter of dealing with passing points on the numerous remaining pinch
points in the road network utilised by the application, for the projects HGV and other users
of the network outside of Shell's control. The risks highlighted in Mr Jim McAndrews
submission in this regard with the potential for spills of loads and consequential impacts on
the bog are highly relevant considerations we submit which have not been addressed.
In conclusion we contend that any seperate consideration of applications for such
requirements would be project splitting. and a much greater impact on Natura 2000 sites
than has been justified in the submitted EIS, or detailed in the EIS and considered in the
hearing and available to support the Board's EIA are the fundamental matters at stake here.
All of this is notwithstanding our contention that the Corrib Gas Pipeline from well-head,
pipeline, terminal and forward pipeline from Mayo to Galway are infact the one project and
should never have been addressed as seperate applications. We further content that the
direct and indirect and cumulative effects thereof cannot be properly considered – given the
incremental and seperate treatment of elements of the project, and indeed the fact that
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elements have been constructed, post construction EIA considerations are a complicating
factor for assessing the later elements of this project.
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Further concerns pertaining to the trenching techniques and onshore portion of the tunnel
south of Sruwaddacon Bay.
In the ecological section of the EIS – chapter 12 and Ms Neff's evidence – much consideration
is afforded to the proposed preservation of the turf in the 190m area of the bog south of
Sruwaddacon Bay denoted as N17 'Recovering eroded blanket bog (Habitat code PB5/PB3 –
Annex I equivalent in parts)'. Therefore active. We make the following observations:
The approach proposed does not address the negative impact to the overall area of
surrounding bog outside the 40m wide cordoned off development area. The effect of
digging the trench must serve to alter the hydrology within the bog and occassion
drainage – thus degrading the surrounding bog area.
An Taisce contends that the approach proposed by the applicant is not proven
particularly over the longer term. The extent of disruption to the underlying
structure for the layers of bog the applicant intends to replace will severly
compromise these layers and indeed the surrounding bog through drainage into the
gravelled and stony trench. The proposals to use peat plugs are completely
unspecified in terms of size, effectiveness and frequency – not to mention how they
might compromise the purported purpose of the stone road in protecting the pipe.
The determination by Ms Neff on the quality of the 190m section of bog is of concern
given that her assessment of the bog as not being a priority habitat is justified in
terms of the following statement:
“It is not however equivalent to priority habitat active blanket bog owing to the
notable lack of blanket bog forming bryophyte species, and in particular
hummock-forming Sphagnum species.”

-which An Taisce holds to be uncessarily restrictive and not consistent with the Guidelines
from the commission on the definition of the priority habitat active bog from which we
quote:
(Note: the following document has been adopted as European Law by a Decision of the
Commission and reported in the Official Journal)
INTERPRETATION MANUAL OF EUROPEAN UNION HABITATS EUR 27 July 2007 EUROPEAN COMMISSION
7130 Blanket bogs ( * if active bog)
PAL.CLASS.: 52.1 and 52.2
1) Extensive bog communities or landscapes on flat or sloping ground with poor surface drainage, in
oceanic climates with heavy rainfall, characteristic of western and northern Britain and Ireland. In
spite of some lateral water flow, blanket bogs are mostly ombrotrophic. They often cover extensive
areas with local topographic features supporting distinct communities [Erico-Sphagnetalia
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magellanici: Pleurozio purpureae-Ericetum tetralicis, Vaccinio-Ericetum tetralicis p.;
Scheuchzerietalia palustris p., Utricularietalia intermedio-minoris p., Caricetalia fuscae p.]. Sphagna
play an important role in all of them but the cyperaceous component is greater than in raised bogs.
The term "active" must be taken to mean still supporting a significant area of vegetation that is
normally peat forming.
Sub-types in the British Isles
52.1 – HyperAtlantic blanket bogs of the western coastlands of Ireland, western Scotland and its
islands, Cumbria, Northern Wales ; bogs locally dominated by sphagna (Sphagnum
auriculatum, S. magellanicum, S. compactum, S. papillosum, S. nemoreum, S. rubellum, S.

Ms Neff's view is also not consistent with the NPWS specifications of species which would
give rise to a determination that a bog was active and peat forming as detailed in the NPWS
conservation reports and associated backing documents.
European Union Member states are required to report at 6-yearly intervals on the
implementation of the Habitats Directive (Council Directive 92/43/EEC of 21 May 1992 on the
conservation of natural habitats and of wild fauna and flora). Ireland submitted a report on
blanket bog habitat in Ireland in October 2007 which determined the status of blanket bog is
'bad'.
Therefore any compromise of bog which could be considered to be priority habitat or
capable of becomming so – is a matter of concern to An Taisce. We contend the basis for Ms
Neff's stated assessment that this is not active bog on the basis of a very limited view of what
constitutes active blanket bog is of concern - and the Board must consider the full
implications of this across the context of the entire assessment. Such concerns are
augmented later in subsequent sections of this submission.
In this context we also wish to raise specific query as to the basis of Ms Neff's contention that
Machair habitat – another priority species does not exist at Glengad.
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Birds
In this section An Taisce would like to provide the Board with background support for the line
of argument in ealier section on Article 4(4) of the Birds Directive and our general argument that the effect of the development will be negative on the pSPA and will run contrary to the
obligation to
“to avoid pollution or deterioration of habitats or any disturbances affecting the
birds, in so far as these would be significant having regard to the objectives of this
Article”
- particularly with reference to light pollution, notwithstanding other concerns raised
regarding intervention pits – silting etc.
We also contend should the applicant wish to contest the matter of light pollution insufficient detail has been provided to support the Board in determining that no negative
consequences will arise – and that given the wider and unaligned concerns over the matter
of light pollution that that following the 'precautionary approach' the application should be
refused summarily on these grounds.
The applicant acknowledges the effect of light in the bay during the construction period will
be equivalent to a full moon. Notwithstanding concerns raised by many at the hearing at the
light levels emanating from the terminal currently versus those proposed – the level of light
from the onshore pipeline proposal is we submit an unnatural level of light for consistent
night time exposure.
Ireland is bound by the Birds Directive which describes itself as follows on the Commission
website:
Directive 2009/147/EC of the European Parliament and of the Council of 30 November
2009 on the conservation of wild birds (this is the codified version of Directive
79/409/EEC as amended) is the EU’s oldest piece of nature legislation and one of the
most important, creating a comprehensive scheme of protection for all wild bird species
naturally occurring in the Union. Its was adopted unanimously by the Members States in
1979 as a response to increasing concern about the declines in Europe's wild bird
populations resulting from pollution, loss of habitats as well as unsustainable use. It was
also in recognition that wild birds, many of which are migratory, are a shared heritage of
the Member States and that their effective conservation required international cooperation.
In the context of the Broadhaven pSPA we understand the site to be used by overwintering
migratory birds. Ireland has also contracted to the Convention on the Conservation of
Migratory Species of Wild Animals – and the African-Eurasian Migratory Waterbirds, AEWA
agreement.
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The Convention on the Conservation of Migratory Species of Wild Animals,CMS, aims to
conserve terrestrial, marine and avian migratory species throughout their range. It is an
intergovernmental treaty, concluded under the aegis of the United Nations Environment
Program (UNEP), concerned with the conservation of wildlife and habitats on a global scale.
UNEP/CMS is addressing all threats to the survival of migratory animals and to the
migration process itself such as light pollution, climate change, by-catch, wind turbines, ship
strikes, power lines, as well as habitat degradation and loss. The Convention was adopted in
Bonn, Germany, on 23 June 1979, and entered into force on 1 November 1983. Today, 102
countries are Parties to the Convention.

The following is an extract from a page on the CMS website ( copy in appendicies ) : web
reference http://www.cms.int/news/PRESS/nwPR2007/04_Apr/starlight.htm – which is
entitled :
“Light Pollution is Increasing Threat to Migratory Wildlife”
“Animal life evolves with natural patterns of light and dark, so disruption of these
patterns influences many aspects of animal behavior”, said Paola Deda, Inter-Agency
Liaison Officer at the UNEP/CMS Secretariat, explaining why light pollution represents
an increasing threat for wildlife in general, and migratory animals in particular. Light
pollution can confuse animal navigation using the horizon and stars for orientation,
alter competitive interactions and reproduction behavior, change the normal
predator-pray relationship and influence animal psychology.
Effects of fire lamps attracting birds have been known since the 19th century.
Lighthouses, and light beams, off-shore oil and gas platforms, telecommunication
and broadcasting towers as well as normal city lights create thousands of victims
daily across the world. The Fatal Awareness Programme in Toronto for instance,
monitoring collision data for over 10 years, recorded about 140 species of birds as
victims of collisions, with an estimated 100,000 fatalities in North America each year,
many of which are endangered species.”
The following paper is referenced on this page from the CMS site - “Ecological Light Pollution
“ Travis Longcore and Catherine Rich Front Ecol Environ 2004; 2[4]: 191-198
(http://www.urbanwildlands.org/Resources/LongcoreRich2004.pdf .
This paper attempts to integrate the literature on the topic and draws on a conference in
2002 titled Ecological Consequences of Artificial Night Lighting. The paper is provided in full
in an appendices for the convience of the Board in addition to the page from the UNEP
Conservation of Migratory Species of Wild Animals which references it.
A very high-level summary conclusion is provided on the front page – which gives cause for
concern about the impact of the extended and unnatural level of continual illumination
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equivalent to a full moon - proposed in the pSPA and indeed adjacent to the cSACs
consequent on this development application
“In a nutshell:
• Ecological light pollution includes chronic or periodically
increased illumination, unexpected changes in illumination, and direct glare
• Animals can experience increased orientation or disorientation from
additional illumination and are attracted to or repulsed by glare, which
affects foraging, reproduction, communication,and other critical behaviors
• Artificial light disrupts interspecific interactions evolved in natural patterns
of light and dark, with serious implications for community ecology”
The paper is not limited to the impacts on birds alone however the following extracts are of
particular interest given the imperative of Art 4(4) of the Birds Directive to avoid disturbance
or deterioration in the habitat of the birds:
“Birds can be disoriented and entrapped by lights at night (Ogden 1996). Once a
bird is within a lighted zone at night, it may become “trapped” and will not leave
the lighted area. Large numbers of nocturnally migrating birds are therefore
affected when meteorological conditions bring them close to lights, for instance,
during inclement weather or late at night when they tend to fly lower.
Within the sphere of lights, birds may collide with each other or a structure,
become exhausted, or be taken by predators. Birds that are waylaid by buildings
in urban areas at night often die in collisions with windows as they try to escape
during the day. Artificial lighting has attracted birds to smokestacks, lighthouses
(Squires and Hanson 1918), broadcast towers (Ogden 1996), boats (Dick and
Donaldson 1978), greenhouses, oil platforms (Wiese et al. 2001), and other
structures at night, resulting in direct mortality, and thus interfering with
migration routes.”
Further commentary in the paper in relation to wider Ecosystem effects is also drawn to the
attention of the Board with the obvious implications this has for feeding and foodchains in the
pSPAs and cSAC's – the effect of light on diel vertical migration – the term used to describe the
process whereby many aquatic invertebrates, such as zooplankton, move up and down within the
water column during a 24-hour period, in a behavior is described below in terms of effects
consequent on light dimmer than half a moon. Interruption in these patterns may serve to
preciptate algal bloom with severe impacts on water quality and associated ecosystems.
“Ecosystem effects
The cumulative effects of behavioral changes induced by artificial night lighting
on competition and predation have the potential to disrupt key ecosystem
functions. The spillover effects from ecological light pollution on aquatic
invertebrates illustrates this point. Many aquatic invertebrates, such as
zooplankton, move up and down within the water column during a 24-hour
period, in a behavior known as “diel vertical migration”. Diel vertical migration
presumably results from a need to avoid predation during lighted conditions, so
many zooplankton forage near water surfaces only during dark conditions
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(Gliwicz 1986). Light dimmer than that of a half moon (<10-1 lux) is sufficient
to influence the vertical distribution of some aquatic invertebrates, and indeed
patterns of diel vertical migration change with the lunar cycle (Dodson 1990).
Moore et al. (2000) documented the effect of artificial light on the diel migration
of the zooplankton Daphnia inthe wild. Artificial illumination decreased the
magnitude of diel migrations, both in the range of vertical movementand the
number of individuals migrating. The researchers hypothesize that this
disruption of diel vertical migration may have substantial detrimental effects on
ecosystem health. With fewer zooplankton migrating to the surface to graze,
algae populations may increase. Such algal blooms would then have a series of
adverse effects on water quality (Moore et al. 2000).
The reverberating effects of community changes caused by artificial night lighting
could influence other ecosystem functions. Although the outcomes are not yet
predictable, and redundancy will buffer changes, indications are that lightinfluenced ecosystems will suffer from important changes attributable to artificial
light alone and in combination with other disturbances. Even remote areas may
be exposed to increased illumination from sky glow, but the most noticeable
effects will occur in those areas where lights are close to natural habitats.
This may be in wilderness where summer getaways are built, along the expanding
front of suburbanization, near the wetlands and estuaries that are often the last
open spaces in cities, or on the open ocean, where cruise ships, squid boats, and
oil derricks light the night.”

As we understand the applicant proposes to utilise green light. In the context of the absence
of literature available and provided by the applicant to substantiate the view that such a
solution will serve to offset all negative impacts associated with the increased and unatural
level of light occurring at night with an equivalent of a full moon consistently emanating from
the development – and potentially further increased where emergency works or deliveries
are required – we submit that the light associated with the proposed development is most
likely to have a negative impact on the cSACs the pSPA and at best the situation is one of
'scientific uncertainty'. Therefore we contend that under the precautionary principle and
with regard to Article 6 of the Habitat's Directive and Article 4 of the Birds Directive – this
application must be refused.
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Otters
In taking issue with the scoping and methodological approach to the ecological impact assessment
undertaken and the quality of the ecological process undertaken An Taisce's commentary is based
specifically on:


Named referenced material from the NPWS.



Very particularly on guidelines produced by the NRA regarding ecological survey
requirements and species specific requirements, these include materials referenced
by the applicant in the conduct of their ecological surveys as indicated in the revised
EIS.





NRA (2006b). Guidelines for the Treatment of Otters Prior to the
Construction of National Road Schemes National Roads Authority.



NRA, (2008c). Ecological Surveying Techniques for Protected Flora and Fauna
during the Planning of National Road Schemes. National Roads Authority



NRA, (2009). Guidelines for Assessment of Ecological Impacts of National
Road Schemes. Revision 2.National Roads Authority.

Reference to a number of relevant European Directives, and European Case Law.

The objective within this section of our submission are to:
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Provide background support for the line of argument in our opening
introductory section - that insufficient detail has been provided to support
any responsible environmental Assessment of the impacts of the scheme as
required by the Habitats Directive with specific regard to the requirements
of Article 6 and Articles 2, and article 12 and that following the
'precautionary approach' the application should be refused summarily. This
is addressed in section entitled: “Inability to support assessment
requirements of the Habitats Directive”



Detail lines of argument which indicate that the ecological assessment does
not comply with the requirements of the Environmental Assessment
directive, 85/337/EC as amended, hereafter referred to as the EIA directive.
This is addressed in section entitled: “Inability to support assessment
requirements of the EIA Directive”



Notwithstanding An Taisce's arguments that the Board can only legally
refuse this scheme, we also detail lines of argument which indicate the level
of additional ecological matter provided in the context of the hearing
necessitates further public consultation as required under Article 6(3)c of the
EIA directive - if the Board wishes to make a legal decision in compliance

with Article 8 of the EIA directive. In brief further information which is taken
into account in making the decision; and which only comes to light after the
consultation on the EIS has concluded - must be subject to a further round of
consultation. This is addressed in section entitled: “Obligation for further
public consultation”
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The very particular relevance of ECJ c-183/05, referred to as the Lough Rynn
judgement is addressed given the particular deficiencies of environmental
impact statements. The associated circular from the Department of the
Environment, Heritage and Local Government, DOEHLG - NPWS 01/07 are
also addressed, and the constraints which this presents to the Board in any
conditions which it might consider associated with a grant of permission for
this scheme, in particular but not limited to those conditions recommended
by the NPWS



Detail lines of argument which contest the legality of the derogation licences
secured for the scheme with particular reference to Article 16, and DOEHLG
circular NPWS 02/07 ( Copy included in appendicies for the convenience of
the Board )

“Inability to support assessment requirements of the Habitats Directive”
Given the protection required for otters, their existence in the area of the development, and
the gravity of their declining numbers within the territory and concerns on the quality of
assesment undertaken and evidenced within the EIS and via questioning of the applicant –
the following concerns are submitted for the consideration of the Board.
Page 3 of the NRA's 'Guidelines for The treatment of Otters prior to the construction of
national road schemes' - provides a useful summary of the multiple legislative protection for
otters as follows ( see page 3)

LEGISLATION FOR THE PROTECTION OF OTTERS
“ Otters along with their breeding or resting places are protected under the
provisions of the wildlife act 1976 as amended by the Wildlife (Amendment) Act
2000. Otters have additional protection because of their inclusion in Annex II and
Annex IV of the Habitats Directive which is transposed into Irish law in the European
Communities ( Natural Habitats) Regulations ( S.I. 94 of 1997) as amended.
Otters are also listed as requiring strict protection in Appendix II of the Berne
Convention on the Conservation of European Wildlife and Natural Habitats and are
included in the Convention in International Trade of Endangered Species (CITES).”
An Taisce wishes to provided clarity here on the meaning of the term “breeding and resting
places” as used above, given they are afforded equal protection along with the otter itself.
We do so with reference to the following documents:
“The Otter in Ireland” an information leaflet published by the NPWS
“Where do otters live?
An otter usually maintains numerous couches and holts within its territory.
Couches are above ground resting places, often on islands, or hidden in
extensive reed beds, or in dense scrub, brambles or nettles.
Holts are underground and can take many forms - among falls of rocks, in
caves, excavated tunnels in peat banks, or within root systems of mature
bank-side trees.”

Page 3 of the NRA's 'Guidelines for The treatment of Otters prior to the construction of
national road schemes' on page 1 :
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INTRODUCTION
“ Otters often lie out above ground, especially on small islands or within reed beds
making use of available vegetation to create bedding shaped into small couches'

And also a further document 'Ecological Surveying Techniques for Protected Flora and Fauna
during the Planning of National Road Schemes' page 134

“Where otters are present it will be particularly important to determine whether or
not any resting sites ( such as holts or couches) are present, and their level of
importance.
Holts tend to be tunnelled holes in riverbanks or cavities in tree roots or under rock
piles. Holts are used in the day time as a resting place but also for giving birth to
cubs (natal holts) or rearing cubs.
The female may also construct couches (above ground resting sites) where there is
no alternative site for breeding. Couches are generally mats of nesting material
that can be located in vegetation on riverbanks or away from water in secluded
areas.”


Further to the above context, An Taisce has issue with the limitatations to the area
surveyed for otters indicated within the EIS. In Appendix J page 32 section 3.3.1.4 the
applicant acknowledges such limitations themselves: ( emphasis added )
“In Great Britain, Kruuk (1995) searched for a 100m wide corridor adjacent to the
shoreline to find as many holts as possible; apparently this was a straigthforward
procedure in the bare exposed, peats of Shetland – but such search was not feasible
at Sruwaddacon Bay.”

The NRA's 'Guidelines for The treatment of Otters prior to the construction of national road
schemes' detailed in the common list of references above indicates on page 3:

I

INTRODUCTION
“… Holts and couches used by breeding females are often in secluded areas away
from the main river or water body”
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The Ecological Surveying Techniques for Protected Flora and Fauna during the Planning of
National Road Schemes

page 133 - the last line of section 'Life Cycle and Behaviour'
….Females give birth in natal dens that are secluded and up to 1Km away from main
watercourses.

“The Otter in Ireland” an information leaflet published by the NPWS

“Where do otters live?
…...Natal holts may also be sited some distance from the normal area of activity”

“Breeding
Otter cubs may be born at any time of year. They are born in natal holts. These tend
to be especially well hidden, usually far from other otter traffic to avoid potential
agression”



Inadequacy of Searches and Monitoring

An Taisce has issue with the very limited timeframe undertaken to surveye for otters
indicated within the EIS – it is noted in appendix J – section 3.3.1.3 survey work was
undertaken in Feb & Mar 2010. In the context of survey work undertaken in previous years
there is an absence of clarity or transparency on the duration of the surveys and the timing
of same.
As noted in the NPWS leaflet extracts already sited above otters can breed all year round,
and this is also detailed in the extract below
Ecological Surveying Techniques for Protected Flora and Fauna during the
Planning of National Road Schemes, page 133
Life Cycle and Behaviour
… Cubs can be born at any time of year, although there is a peak in births
between May and August”
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The limitations imposed to the surveying times for the development – restricted as it
was to just two months in the lead up to this latest application signaled back in Nov 2009 –
and at one of the least optimal times of year is considered unsatisfactory in determining site
specific impacts from the development proposal:


“Adequacy of Surveying and Monitoring techniques employed”

Questions need to be asked to assess the amount of time allocated to surveying the onshore
surface development areas, and in particular water crossings for otters, the amount of repeat
visits, and the preceeding weather conditions - all of which have a bearing on the quality of
survey undertaken. The basis for these lines of enquiry is provided below and we contend
should have been provided within the EIS.
Ecological Surveying Techniques for Protected Flora and Fauna during the Planning
of National Road Schemes, page 134
“Attempts should be made to record holts or areas that might contain them, during
the multi-disciplinary walkover survey. Repeat inspections of particular features may
then be necessary, e.g. to make a careful search from within watercourse
channels or to search dense vegetation. Some monitoring may also be required to
determine the importance of particular structures or parts of a watercourse.
Initially, surveys will be required to identify structures which could potentially be used
as resting sites, followed by targeted inspections of any such features for evidence of
use by otters. Given that otters can use such features on a relatively infrequent
basis, this is likely to require multiple visits over the course of an extended period
(up to 12 months). The importance of a structure as a natal or rearing holt can only
be reliably determined by either the use of remote cameras or watching the
structure from an appropriate distance. Where the use of a feature by otters is
identified, disturbance through monitoring should be minimised. Surveys for resting
sites should extend along watercourses for an appropriate distance. The appropriate
survey distance would be determined by the nature of the works and the distance at
which otters would be likely to experience disturbance; this should be determined as
part of the assessment of the project’s ‘zone of influence’ “
The appropriate techniques for undertaking pre-construction otter surveys are described in
the NRA publication Guidelines for the Treatment of otters prior to the Construction of
National Road Schemes.
Optimum Survey Period
Otter surveys can be undertaken at any time of year, but are less likely to provide
reliable results during mid- to late-summer, when the presence of dense vegetation
may make it difficult to find field signs and holts. Surveys may also be unreliable if
undertaken during or immediately following periods of high flow or after heavy
rain, since many field signs may have been washed away.”
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An Taisce contends there is a lack of certainty and clarity with regard to the extent of practice
of undertaking repeat inspections given the restricted timeframe of 2 months indicated for
the otter survey, and indeed a lack of clarity on what monitoring techniques were employed
which were consistent with the guideline documentation.
Given the lack of transparency of monitoring and the lack of detail provided to evidence
remote and systematic monitoring – the restrictions on the range of areas surveyed, the
restrictions on the time of year surveyed – An Taisce contends that potential impacts to this
annex IV species is unclear and uncertain. In this context it should be noted that otters, Lutra
Lutra are is in decline across the terriotory and Ireland has a role to play in the European
context for this species as we understand
In the context of the profile of development being considered - it should be noted that the
NRA “Guidelines for the treatment of otters prior to the construction of national road
schemes” indicate on page 9 that:

“No works should be undertaken within 150m of any holts at which breeding females
or cubs are present. Following consultation with the NPWS works closer to such
breeding holts may take place - provided appropriate mitigation measures are in
place .. No wheeled or tracked vehicles of any kind should be used within 20m of
active but non-breeding, otter holts. Light work such as digging by hand or scrub
clearance should also not take place within 15m of such holts, except under licence”

Given these restrictions particularly on the use of machinery and the extent of clearance,
construction of site or parking areas for machinery, haul routes and working platforms
associated with the manoeuvring of machinery to build trenches through rivers or bogs and
excavation for tunnelling machinery access to the site for concrete pouring vehicles, and
waste removal and water and machinery and tunnel and pipline component delivery vehicles
etc - clarity on the nature of the otter habitat in a wide vicinity of these points, is critical.
The quality of the surveys particularly where such extensive riparian works were proposed
associated with river crossing is of concern, as is the extent of wheeled and tracked vehicles
that will exist in the vicinity of the Leenamore river, and also at Glengad the site of the
abstraction pit – and also the site of ongoing monitoring requirements by tracked vehicles of
the LVI station – all present significant risks to this protected species.
An Taisce given the reasons outlined above has concern with the conclusion of Ms Neff in
stating: ( emphasis added )
“Despite intensive searches close to the shore, with some searches into the adjoining
hinterland (where access was permitted) no certain principal, or natal, otter holts have
been found.”
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An Taisce contends consequent on the acknowledged uncertainty and the
precautionary principle, a derogation licence is required. Further to the Lough Rynn
judgement c183-05– a derogation licence under Article 16 of the Habitat's Directive must be
applied for and a decision made on it – prior to the grant of any permission for development.

Derogation should have been sought in advance of the application ( as per circular
NPWS 02/07 and the requirements of the Lough Rynn ECJ judgement c183-05 ) - and such
should be based on comprehensive surveying techniques on which the Board could have
been confident – that is of course not withstanding the practical need to conduct re-surveys
prior to construction as the occurence of otters are not static. However given their habits – a
comprehensive baseline survey of the area is an essential requirement which has not we
submit been provided. It was on this basis Ireland was found guilty under the Lough Rynn
ECJ.
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Illegal conditions and Post-Consent Surveys

We reference the requirements of the DOEHLG circular PD 01/07 ( copy in
appendicies ) in this regard which states that compliance conditions cannot be used
to complete an inadequate EIS.
“Restriction on use of compliance conditions
Accordingly, under no circumstances should planning authorities use compliance
conditions to:
Complete an inadequate EIS,
Ensure the adequacy of information supplied by a developer in an application
for development having a potential impact on a site of international
importance for nature conservation, i.e., SAC or SPA, or
In either of the above cases to request the development of appropriate
mitigation measures.”
As an aside here we also note the matter therefore of an Environmental Management Plan
and Emergency Response Plan cannot be addressed by condition.
We reference the Lough Rynn judgement in relation to post consent surveys requirements
and the illegality of same. It is interesting that while this judgement is typically referred to as
the Lough Rynn judgement in which the court found Irelands practices to be not in
compliance with European Law – the judgement covers 3 developments– one of which is for
the Corrib Gas Pipeline in Broadhaven Bay . An Taisce trusts the Board will not want to risk a
further offence under European law for the same site and project.
Given the requirements of the 'Lough Rynn' ECJ ruling - the matter of surveys and derogation
licence requirements is not something that can be addressed post the granting of consent
i.e.'post consent'. The Advocate General's opinion was crystal clear in this regard, as was
confirmed in the resulting judgement.
The findings and clarity of the Lough Rynn judgement also cast proposals by the NPWS for
post-consent arrangements and conditions to be specified by the Board.
We submit there is a need to conduct further surveys for protected species not limited to
otters given other concerns raised at this hearing - these matters need to be addressed.
For the convenience of the Board - we refer now in detail to the ruling of the European Court
of Justice on the 11th January 2007, in Case C-183/053, wherein it delivered its judgement on
an action taken by the European Commission v Ireland under Article 226 EC for failure to
fulfil certain obligations – aka The Lough Rynn Judgement.

3

http://eur-lex.europa.eu/LexUriServ/LexUriServ.do?uri=CELEX:62005J0183:EN:HTML
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The court:
“1. Declare[d] that
“by failing to take all the requisite specific measures for the effective implementation
of the system of strict protection laid down in Article 12(1) of Council Directive
92/43/EEC of 21 May 1992 on the conservation of natural habitats and of wild fauna
and flora, and
“by retaining the provisions of section 23(7)(a) to (c) of the 1976 Wildlife Act, as
amended by the 2000 Wildlife (Amendment) Act, which are incompatible with those
in Articles 12(1) and 16 of Directive 92/43,
“Ireland has failed to comply with those articles of Directive 92/43 and to fulfil its
obligations under that directive.
“2. Order[ed] Ireland to pay the costs”
In its action, the Commission put forward three complaints. In particular, we refer to the fifth
part of the second complaint detailed in Sections 34 – 37 of the Judgement, which relates to
environmental impact assessments undertaken pursuant to Council Directive 85/337/EEC of
27 June 1985 on the assessment of the effects of certain public and private projects.
For the purposes of clarity, we quote those Sections of the Commission's complaint here:
“The fifth part of the second complaint
“34 By the fifth part of the second complaint, the Commission submits that, although
environmental impact assessments undertaken pursuant to Council Directive
85/337/EEC of 27 June 1985 on the assessment of the effects of certain public and
private projects on the environment (OJ 1985 L 175, p. 40) can play a useful role in
alerting the competent authorities to specific threats to the breeding sites and resting
places of the species listed in Annex IV to Directive 92/43, only a limited number of
projects are subject to such assessments in Ireland. In addition, even where such
assessments are undertaken, the Irish authorities require property developers to
provide information on protected species only after development consent has been
granted for the project concerned. Therefore, that procedure does not prevent certain
developments which may be harmful to the environment.
“35 The Commission refers, in particular, to three projects having negative impacts on
bat populations (the Lough Rynn Estate project), horseshoe bat roosts (the Ennis
Bypass project) and the breeding sites and resting places of cetaceans (the project for
the construction of a gas pipeline in Broadhaven Bay).
“36 In that regard, as noted by the Advocate General in points 53 to 61 of his Opinion,
the authorisation of a project prior to the environmental impact assessment
concluding that that project would have negative impacts on the environment (the
Lough Rynn Estate project), or the authorisation of other projects without a
derogation, even though the preliminary assessment also concluded that that project
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would have negative impacts on the environment (the Ennis Bypass project and the
project for the construction of a gas pipeline in Broadhaven Bay), shows that the
species listed in Annex IV(a) to Directive 92/43 and their breeding sites and resting
places are subject to disturbances and to threats which the Irish rules do not make it
possible to prevent.
“37 Consequently, as regards the projects put forward by the Commission in its
application, it cannot be concluded that all measures have been taken to implement
effectively the system of strict protection. Consequently, the fifth part of the second
complaint must be held to be well founded.”
An Taisce contend it is clear that the applicant has not conducted adequate surveys to
ascertain the environmental impact of the proposed development on protected species,
including Otters – the adequacy of other matters surveyed also being an issue.
The ECJ upheld the complaint of the European Commission that the procedure of
developers providing information on protected species only after development consent has
been granted for the project concerned does not facilitate the prevention of certain
developments which may be harmful to the environment; section 34 of the Judgement
refers.
During the preparation of the EIS, the developers should have fully ascertained the status of
otters, their breeding and resting sites, and at the crossing/touch points where the impacts
of the proposal will be most severe. The results of these surveys and proposed mitigation
measures should have been specified in the EIS. However, as the surveys were not carried
out adequately – there can be no certainty that appropriate mitigation measures required
are specified in EIS. Furthermore, the decision on the application was not appropriately
informed, conditions not targeted, and the impact on the environment of a decision to grant
permission – is not presented in full enough terms to enable the Board make an assessment
as required under Article 3 of the EIA Directive.
Should An Bord Pleanála decide to grant permission for the proposed development based on
the EIS, we submit that it would be argued that they would be doing so prior to the
environmental impact assessment concluding whether or not the project would have
negative impacts on the environment; section 36 of the Judgement refers.
In the EIS, it cannot be concluded that all measures have been taken to implement effectively
the system of strict protection; section 37 of the Judgement refers.
Put simply, the European Court's Judgement means that the matter of any survey(s) of
protected species is not one to be resolved by post-consent survey(s),
Pursuant to the foregoing, we submit that the EIS is not in compliance with European law,
and An Bord Pleanála should reject the proposed development.
Further to this matter of additional survey requirements, Circular NPWS 01/07, following on
ECJ rulings outlines clearly that compliance conditions cannot be used to complete an
inadequate EIS.
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A copy of which is enclosed for the convenience of the Board.



Illegality of derogation licences for otters in Ireland

This matter is further complicated by the fact that given our contention that a derogation is
under Article 16 of the Habitats directive is required by the applicant – it is An Taisce's
contention that such cannot legally be provided in Ireland at this time. This is given the
decline of the species within the teritory and consequential absence of 'favourable status' for
the species per the Habitat's Directive – and such is a requirement for the granting of
derogation under Article 16 of the Habitat's Directive. In summary a derogation is necessary
for this development to proceed, and such a derogation cannot be granted legally.
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Conclusion:
An Taisce would like to thank all for the consideration of our remarks.
In particular An Taisce wish to support and adopt submissions made by Mr Martin
Harrington, Mr Peter Sweetman & Ms Monika Muller, Ms Máire Harrington, Fr Nallan, Mr Jim
Mc Andrew and Mr Tom Mc Andrew as Pollatomish National School , Mr Des Branigan and
Mr Anthony Brogan.
It is our fundamental contention that the Board has not been furnished with sufficient
information on which it could justify an environmental impact assessment that this
development is consistent with the proper planning and sustainable development of this
area. There are fundamental basic issues such as retention permissions and out of time
applications and rentention for EIA development conducted without EIA – at issue here.
There are complex unresolved matters pertaining to the Section 40 consent requirements.
Given the submission points made in relation to the matter of the outstanding definition of
the matter of 'site integrity' and the absence of site specific agreed and finalised site specific
conservation objectives it would be inappropriate to approve this application.
Furthermore and without predjudice to the above we believe sufficient negative impact and
uncertainty with regard to the consequences of this development has been identified to
invoke article 6(4) of the Habitats Directive and the given the status of the pSPA the Board is
obligated to consider Article 4 (4) of the Birds Directive. Under the circumstances of this
particular application we contend that permission cannot be granted under the Bird's
Directive as argued earlier given the economic justification that has been provided for this
application.
We also contend that the Board is restricted from applying compliance conditions to
complete the EIS and the post-Consent assessment surveys have been surveys have been
ruled illegal by the European Court of Justice on the Lough Rynn Case. C183/05. Derogation
licences under Article 16 of the Habitats Directive are required for this application to
proceed, but cannot legally be granted given the otter is not at 'favourable status' in the
territory, as acknowledged within NPWS reports, including Species Action Plan and Species
Threat Response Plans.
Finally in relation to the purported justification for the project as a strategic initiative for
Ireland's energy security – we highlight that Shell E & P Ireland Ltd have sought to amend
conditions associated with the IPPC Reg no P0738-02 for the terminal condition 1-8 . This
would serve to make uncertain the date of commencement of scheduled activites at the
terminal, and is a clear indication of the mindset of the applicant. Furthermore, we urge the
review of the board once again the deliberations of Inspector Kevin Moore included in
Inspector Des Johnson's report for application PL 16.126073 for the Corrib gas terminal, on
the matter of the practical operation of the gas market, ownership issues, and triggers for
supply, - An Taisce contends in this context – the view that this pipeline initiative directly
contributes to our energy security appears not only flawed but naieve. This section of the
report – commencing on page 239 which we urge the Board to review concludes with the
following statement:
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While it may or may not be a fact the volume of Gas accruing from the Corrib Gas Field
constitutes 60% of Ireland's demand – to An Taisce it is most certainly not a certainty that it
will or can constitute 60% or anything approaching 60% of Ireland's supply – or indeed when
it will flow! In this context the purported 'strategic importance' of this initiative to the state –
is highly questionable.
Finally – the matter of Ireland's energy security as Mr Branigan so eloquently ariticulated
earlier to this hearing in August is of critical importance. It must be done right – and can be
done right - with the right will -in the right place at the right time - and An Bord Plenala
stands uniquely positioned to ensure this is done properly. In the words of Llyod Praeger
‘floreat hibernia’!
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Appendicies:
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